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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this article is to prove an explicit invariant trace formula. In 
the preceding paper [1 (j)], we studied two families of invariant distributions. 
Now we shall exhibit these distributions as terms on the two sides of the in-
variant trace formula. We refer the reader to the introduction of [l (j)], which 
contains a general discussion of the problem. In this introduction, we shall 
describe the formula in more detail. 

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over a number field F , and 
let f be a function in the Hecke algebra on G(A). We already have a "coarse" 
invariant trace formula 

( 1 ) ~ fJf) = ~ fx(f) , 
oE&' XEdZ' 

which was established in an earlier paper [1 (c)]. This will be our starting point 
here. The terms on each side of (1) are invariant distributions, but as they stand, 
they are not explicit enough to be very useful. After recalling the formula (1) 
in §2, we shall study the two sides separately in §§3 and 4. These two sections 
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are the heart of the paper. Building on earlier investigations of non invariant 
distributions [I (e), I (g)], we shall establish finer expansions for each side of (I). 
The resulting identity 

(2) 
M yE(M(Fll M .S 

= LLlwtllWoGI-ll aM(1C)/M(1C,f)d1C 
t~O M ll(M,t) 

will be our explicit trace formula. The terms / M(Y' f) and / M(1C, f) in (2) are 
essentially the invariant distributions studied in [1 (j)]. The functions aM (S, y) 
and aM (1C) depend only on a Levi subgroup M , and are global in nature. They 
are strongly dependent on the discrete subgroup M(F) of M(A). We refer the 
reader to §§3 and 4 for more detailed description of these objects, as well as the 
sets (M(F))M,S and Il(M,t). 

The paper [1 ( c)] relied on certain hypotheses in local harmonic analysis. 
Some of these have since been resolved by the trace Paley-Wiener theorems. 
Others concern the density of characters in spaces of invariant distributions, 
and are not yet known is general. In fact, to even define the invariant distribu-
tions / M (y ,f) and / M (1C , X, f) , we had to introduce an induction hypothesis 
in [1 (j)]. This hypothesis remained in force throughout [1(j)], and will be car-
ried into this paper. We shall finally settle the matter in §5. We shall show that 
the invariant distributions in the trace formula are all supported on characters. 
Using [1(j), Theorem 6.1] we shall first establish in Lemma 5.2 that the distribu-
tions on the right-hand side of (2) have the required property. We shall then use 
formula (2) itself to deduce the same property of the distributions on the left 
(Theorem 5.1). This is a generalization of an argument introduced by Kazhdan 
in his Maryland lectures (see [8, 10]). Theorem 6.1 (in [1(j)]) and Theorem 
5.1 (here) are actually simple versions of a technique that can be applied more 
generally. They provide a good introduction to the more complicated versions 
used for base change [2, §§II.I0, ILl 7]. 

It is not known whether the right-hand side of (2) converges as a double in-
tegral over t and 1C. It is a difficulty which originates with the Archimedean 
valuations of F . On the other hand, some result of this nature will definitely be 
required for many of the applications of the trace formula. In §6 we shall prove 
a weak estimate (Corollary 6.5) for the rate of convergence of the sum over t. 
It will be stated in terms of multipliers for the Archimedean part TIvEsoo G(Fv) 
of G(A) . One would then hope that by varying the multipliers, one could sepa-
rate the terms according to their Archimedean infinitesimal character. For base 
change, this is in fact what happens. One can use the estimate to eliminate 
the problems caused by the Archimedean primes [2, §II.15]. In general, Corol-
lary 6.5 seems to be a natural device for isolating the contributions of a given 
infinitesimal character. 
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It is useful to have simple versions of the trace formula for functions 

f = 11 Iv 

that are suitably restricted. Since the terms in (2) are all invariant distributions, 
we will be able to impose conditions on f strictly in terms of its orbital integrals. 
If at one place v the semisimple orbital integrals of Iv are supported on the 
elliptic set, then all the terms with M # G on the right-hand side of (2) vanish. 
If the same thing is true at two places, the terms with M # G on the left-
hand side also vanish. These two assertions comprise Theorem 7.1. They are 
simple consequences of the descent and splitting formulas in [1(j), §§8-9). We 
shall also see that in certain cases the remaining terms take a particularly simple 
form (Corollaries 7.3, 7.4, 7.5). 

As with the preceding paper [1 (j)], we shall conclude (§8) by discussing the 
example of G L( n). Groups related to G L( n) by inner twisting or cyclic base 
change are the simplest examples of general rank for which one can attempt a 
comparison of trace formulas. However, one must first establish some properties 
of the trace formula of G L( n) itself. By imposing less stringent conditions than 
those of §7, we shall establish more delicate vanishing properties. The resulting 
formula for GL(n) is then what should be compared with the twisted trace 
formula over a cyclic extension. 

1. ASSUMPTIONS ON G 

Let G be a connected component of a reductive algebraic group over a num-
ber field F. We assume that G(F) # 0. As in previous papers, we shall write 
G+ for the group generated by G, and GO for the connected component of 1 
in G+ . The component G / F will remain fixed throughout the paper except in 
§5. 

We shall fix a minimal Levi subgroup Mo of GO over F. This was the 
point of view in the paper [1 (g)], and we shall freely adopt the notation at the 
beginning of [1 (g)]. In particular, we have the maximal F -split torus Ao = A Mo 

of GO and the real vector space 00 = ° Mo. On 00' we fix a Euclidean norm 
which is invariant under the restricted Weyl group Wo of GO. We also have 
the finite collection g = gG of (nonempty) Levi subsets MeG for which 
MO contains Mo' and the finite collection gr = yG of (nonempty) parabolic 
subsets PeG such that pO contains Mo. These collections can of course 
also be defined with GO in place of G in which case we shall write gO = gGo 

and grO = grGo • Observe that M --+ MO is a map from g into gO which is 
neither surjective nor injective. Finally, we have the maximal compact subgroup 
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c + C II C Kv = Kv n G(FJ and K = Kv' 

In [l (g)], we studied the geometric side of the (noninvariant) trace formula as 
a distribution on C(~(G(A)l). However, to deal with the other side ofth~ trace 
formula, and to exploit the present knowledge of invariant harmonic analysis, 
we need to work with K-finite functions. This was the point of view of [1(i)] 
and [l (j)]. We shall also make use of the notation from § 1 of these two papers, 
often without comment. In § 11 of [1 (i)] we defined the Hecke spaces Jif' ( G (Fs)) 
and ~c(G(Fs)) , where S is any finite set of valuations of F with the closure 
property. Recall that ~c(G(Fs)) consists of the Hecke functions j on G(Fs) 
of "almost compact" support, in the sense that for any b E C;'(uc,s) ' the 
function t (x) = j(x)b(Hc(x)) , 

belongs to Jif' (G (Fs))' Let Srarn be the finite set of valuations of F at which 
G is ramified. (By agreement, Srarn contains Soo' the set of Archimedean 
valuations of F.) Suppose that S contains Srarn' We can multiply any function 
on G (Fs) with the characteristic function of TIv ~ s K~ , thereby identifying it 
with a function on G(A). This allows us to define the adelic Hecke spaces 

Jif'(G(A)) = ~ Jif'(G(Fs)) 
s 

and 
~c(G(A)) = ~ ~c(G(Fs)) . 

s 
Similarly, we can define the Hecke space 

Jif'( G(A) 1) = ~ Jif'( G(Fs) 1) , 
S 

on G(A)l. The terms in the trace formula are actually distributions on 
Jif'(G(A)l). However, the restriction map j -+ l sends ~c(G(A)) to 
Jif'(G(A) 1) , and we shall usually regard the terms as distributions on Jif'(G(A)) 
or ~c(G(A)) that factor through this map. 

In § 11 of [1 (i)] we also defined function spaces J (G(Fs)) and ~c( G(Fs)) 
on 

I1ternp(G(Fs)) x uc,s' 

Let I1(G(A)) (respectively I1unit(G(A)).I1ternp(G(A))) denote the set ofequiv-
alence classes of irreducible admissible (respectively unitary, tempered) repre-
sentations of G+ (A) whose restrictions to GO (A) remain irreducible. Observe 
that the disconnected group 

3 A = ~ 3 s = ~ Hom(G+(Fs)/Go(Fs ) ' Co) 
s s 
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acts freely on each of these sets. We shall write {I1(G(A))}, {I1unit(G(A))}, 
and {I1ternp(G(A))} for the sets of orbits. They correspond to the sets of rep-
resentations of GO (A) obtained by restriction. Suppose that S contains Srarn . 
Then aG,S = aG. We can identify any function ¢ on I1ternp(G(FS)) x aG with 
the function on I1ternp ( G (A)) x a G whose value at 

(7C, X), 7C = ®v7Cv' X E aG , 

equals 

¢ (® 7C v ' X) II tr (1 G 7C v(kv ) dkv) 
vES v rt s K, 

With this convention, we then define 

J(G(A)) = ~ J(G(Fs)) 
s 

and 
~c(G(A)) = ~ ~c(G(Fs)) . 

s 
Keep in mind that any of our definitions can be transferred from G to a Levi 
component ME Sf>. In particular, we have spaces J(M(A)) and ~c(M(A)) . 
It is easy to see that the maps I -+ 1M and 1-+ ¢M(f) , described in [l(i)] 
and [1(j)], extend to continuous maps from ~c(G(A)) to ~c(M(A)). 

We are going to use the local theory of [1(j)] to study the trace formula. 
Because the Archimedean twisted trace Paley-Wiener theorem has not yet been 
established in general, the result of [1 (j)] apply only if G equals GO, or if G 
is an inner twist of a component 

G* = JGL(n) x . ~. x GL(n)), Xle* . 
I 

We shall therefore assume that G is of this form. However, we shall write 
the paper as if it applied to a general nonconnected group. With the exception 
of a Galois cohomology argument in the proof of Theorem 5.1, and a part of 
the appendix which relies on the Archimedean trace Paley-Wiener theorem, the 
arguments of this paper all apply in general. 

Suppose that M E Sf> and that S is a finite set of valuations of F with the 
closure property. In [1 (j)] we defined invariant distributions 

I M(Y,f) = JM(y,f) - L i~(y, ¢L(/))' 
LE20(M) 

and 
I M(7C,X,f)=JM(7C,X,f)- L i~(7C'X'¢L(f)), 

LEStQ(M) 
7CEI1(M(Fs))' XEaM,S,with IE~c(G(Fs))' (Recallthat~(M) denotes 
the set of Levi subsets L of G with MeL S G.) These definitions were 
contingent on an induction hypothesis which we must carry into this paper. We 
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assume that for any S, and for any elements M E 5? and L E .2b(M) , the 
distributions 

on Jf' (L( Fs)) are all supported on characters. (A distribution attached to G is 
supported on characters, we recall, if it vanishes on every function f such that 
fG = 0.) Then the distributions I M(Y) , and, thanks to Theorem 6.1 of [1 (j)], 
also the distributions I M(n, X), are well defined. In Corollary 5.3 we shall 
complete the induction argument by showing that the condition holds when L 
is replaced by G. 

The distributions 1M (y) and 1M (n ,X) have many parallel properties. How-
ever, there is one essential difference between the two. If n E II(M(A)) and 
X E aM' it is easy to see that 1M (n ,X) can be defined as a distribution on 
Jf'(G(A)) or even ~c(G(A)). This is a consequence of the original definition 
of J M (n ,X) in terms of normalized intertwining operators, and in particular, 
the property (Rg) of [1 (i), Theorem 2.1]. On the other hand, if y belongs to 
M(A) , there seems to be no simple way to define I M(Y) as a distribution on 
Jf' (G (A)). This circumstance is responsible for a certain lack of symmetry in 
the trace formula. The terms on the geometric side depend on a suitably large 
finite set S of valuations, while the terms on the spectral side do not. 

If G (A) is replaced by G (A) 1 , we can obviously define the sets II( G (A) 1) , 

IIunit (G (A) 1) and IItemp (G (A) 1) as above. The terms on the spectral side of 
the trace formula will depend on elements M E 5? and representations n E 
IIunit (M(A)l). We shall generally identify a representation n E IIunit(M(A)l) 
with the corresponding orbit 

{njl:f1Eia~} 

of ia~ in IIunit(M(A)). With this convention, let us agree to write 

JM(n,f) = JM(njl' 0, f) 

and 
f E ~c(G(A)), 

for the values of the distributions at X = O. The two terms on the right are 
independent of f1, and are therefore well defined functions of n. They also 
depend only on the restriction l of f to G(A)l. This notation pertains 
also to the map f G • For if n is an arbitrary representation in II(G(A)) and 
X E aG ' we have 

fG(n, X) = JG(n, X,f) = IG(n, X, f). 

Therefore, if n belongs to IIunit (G(A)l), it makes sense to write 

f1 E ia~, f E ~c(G(A)). 
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2. THE INY ARIANT TRACE FORMULA: FIRST VERSION 

The first version of the noninvariant trace formula is summarized in [1 (b), 
§5] and [1(c), (2.5)]. (See also [7].) It is an identity 

(2.1) ~JJf) = J(f) = ~ Jx(f), fE Ccoo(G(A)'), 

in which a certain distribution J on C;, (G (A)') is expanded in two different 
ways. The sets &' = &'(G, F) and J!P = J!P(G, F) parametrize orbit theoretic 
and representation theoretic data respectively, but the corresponding terms are 
not given as explicitly as one would like. 

Suppose that JJf) stands for one of the summands in (2.1). Then J* is a 
distribution on C;, (G(A)') which behaves in a predictable way, 

J*(fY) = ~ IWoQIIJ:VoGI-'J*MQ(fQ,y), o Y E G (A), 
QE.9' 

under conjugation [1(c), Theorem 3.2; 7]. Since we want to take f to be in 
~c(G(A)) , we cannot use this formula. However, as in the proof of Lemma 
6.2 of [1(i)], we can easily transform it to an alternate formula 

(2.2) J*(Lhf) = ~ IwtQllwoGI-~J~Q(RQ,hf), 
QE.9' 

which makes sense for functions f E ~c(G(A)) and h E ~(Go(A)'). Let ~ 
denote the set of elements L E.2? with L =1= G. We then define an invariant 
distribution 

f E ~c(G(A)), 

inductively by setting 

(2.3) IJf) = JJf) - ~ IwtllwoGI-' i~ (¢M(f)) , 
ME.:fo 

The invariance of 1* follows from (2.2) and the analogous formula [1 (i), (12.2)] 
for ¢ M (see [1 (c), Proposition 4.1]). Implicit in the definition is the induction 
assumption that for any L E ~ , the distribution I; is defined and is supported 
on characters. This is what allows us to write i; . Observe that this induction 
hypothesis is our second of the paper. However, in §§3 and 4 we shall establish 
explicit formulas for 10 and Ix in terms of IM(y) and !./oJ(n) respectively. 
This will reduce the second induction hypothesis to the primary one adopted in 
§l. 

It is a simple matter to substitute (2.3) for each of the terms in (2.1). The 
result is an identity 

(2.4) 
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in which the invariant distribution 

(2.5) J(f) = J(f) - L Iwt11WoGI-1jM (¢M(f)) , f E ~c(G(A)), 
MEYO 

is expanded in two different ways (see [1 (c), Proposition 4.2)). This is the 
first version of the invariant trace formula. It was established in [I (c)] modulo 
certain hypotheses in local harmonic analysis. In later papers [1 (g)] and [1 (e)], 
we found more explicit formulas for the terms JJf) and Jx(f) in (2.1). The 
purpose of this paper is to convert these formulas into explicit expansions of 
each side of the invariant formula (2.4). In the process, we will establish the 
required properties of local harmonic analysis. 

3. THE GEOMETRIC SIDE 

We shall derive a finer expansion for the left-hand side of (2.4). The result 
will be a sum of terms, indexed by orbits in G(F), which separate naturally into 
local and global constituents. We shall first review the results of [1 (g)], which 
provide a parallel expansion for the noninvariant distributions on the left-hand 
side of (2.1). 

Recall that & = & ( G ,F) is the set of equivalence classes in G (F) , in which 
two elements in G(F) are considered equivalent if their semisimple Jordan 
components belong to the same GO(F)-orbit. The formulas in [1(g)] were 
stated in terms of another equivalence relation on G(F), which is interme-
diate between that of & and GO (F)-conjugacy. It depends on a finite set S 
of valuations of F. The (G, S)-equivalence classes are defined to be the sets 

G(F) n (aU)GO(F) = {J- 1 auJ: J E GO(F), u E Un GO(F)} 

in which a is a semisimple element in G(F), and U is a unipotent conju-
gacy class in G (1 (Fs)' Any class 0 in & breaks up into a finite set (o)G ,s of 
(G, S)-equivalence classes. The first main result of [1 (g)] is Theorem 8.1, an 
expansion 

(3.1 ) 
yE(M(F)nO)M5 

for any 0 E & and any f E Ccoo ( G (Fs) 1). Here S is any finite set of valuations 
of F which contains a certain set So determined by o. The distributions 
J M (y ,f) are purely local, in the sense that they depend only on y as an element 
in M(Fs)' The functions aM (S, y) are what carry the global information. 
These were defined by formula (8.1) of [1(g)] (and also Theorem 8.1 of [1(f))), 
in the case that S contains S . o 

Suppose that M E Sf'. A semisimple element a E M(F) is said to be 
F -elliptic in M if the split component of the center of M(1 equals AM' Sup-
pose that S is any finite set of valuations of F which contains Soo . We shall 
write 

K': = IT K~ = IT (K: n M(Fv)) ' 
vES vES 
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Suppose that y is an element in M(F) with semisimple Jordan component a. 
Set i M (S, a) equal to I if a is F-elliptic in M, and if for every v ~ S, the 
set o -I 0 ad(M (Fv))a = {m am: mE M (Fv)} 

intersects the compact set K~. Otherwise set i M (S, a) equal to o. Then 
define 
(3.2) aM(S,y)=tl1 (S,a)11M(a)I-1 L aMa(S,u), 

{u: <1U~Y} 

in the notation of [1 (g), (8.1)]. This definition matches the one in [I(g)] in the 
special case that S contains S", where tJ is the class in &' which contains a. 

The second main result of [I (g)] is Theorem 9.2, an expansion 
""' M G -I ""' M (3.3) J(f) = L..J IWo IIWol L..J a (S,y)JM(y,f), 

ME..:f yE(M(F))M.S 

for any fEe:, ( G (Fs) I). Here, Ll is a compact neighborhood in G (A) I , and 
S is any finite set of valuations of F which contains a certain set Stl determined 
by Ll. This latter set is large enough so that Ll is the product of a compact 
neighborhood in G(FsJ 1 with the characteristic function of TIv t,t s" K: ' and 
by definition, 

C:'(G(FS)I) = C:'(G(A)I) n C';(G(FS)I). 

In [I (g)] we neglected to write down the general definition (3.2) for aM (S, y) . 
This is required for the expansion (3.3) to make sense. 

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that S is a finite set of valuations which contains S , 
" and that f is a function in ~c (G (Fs)). Then 

I)f) = L IWOMIIWoGI-I L M 
a (S,y)IM(y,f). 

ME':? YE(M(F)n ")I1.s 

Proof· By definition, 10 (f) equals the difference between Jo (f) and 

L I WoLl1 WOGI- 1 (L (4)L (f)) . 
LEYo 

We can assume inductively that if L E Ya ' the proposition holds for I"L . Since 
4>L maps ~c(G(Fs)) to ~c(L(Fs))' we obtain 

(L(4>L(f)) = L IWOMIIWOLI-I L 
ME,:?L yE(M(F)no)I1.S 

This is valid whenever S contains the finite set SL associated to L. A look at 
the conditions defining So on p. 203 of [I (g)] re:eals that S" contains S; , so 
we can certainly take any S ~ S" . Combining this formula with (3.1), we write 
lo(f) as 

L IWOMIIWoGI-1 L aM(S,y) (JM(y,f)- L i;(y,4>L(f))) 
ME..:f yE(M(F)nO)MS LE26(M) 
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The expression in brackets on the right is just equal to 1 M(Y' f) , so we obtain 
the required formula for 10 (f) . 0 

The original induction assumption of § 1 implies that for any L E 20, the 
distributions I~(y) are all supported on characters. The last proposition pro-
vides an expansion for 10L in terms of the distributions I"~ (y). Therefore, 10L 
is also supported on characters. Thus, half of the second induction hypothesis 
adopted in §2 is subsumed in the original assumption. In §4 we shall take care 
of the rest of the second induction hypothesis. 

To be able to exploit the last proposition effectively, we shall establish an 
important support property of the distributions 1M (y). Fix an element M E 
Sf , a finite set SI of valuations containing STarn' and a compact neighborhood 
Lli in G(Fs, ). Let ~,(G(Fs,)) denote the set of functions in Jf'(G(Fs,)) 
which are supported on Lli . 

Lemma 3.2. There is a compact subset Ll~ of M(Fs, ) I such that for any finite 
set S:J SI' and any f in the image of ~I (G(Fs)) in Jf'(G(Fs)) ' the function 

I y -+/ M(Y,f), y E M(Fs) , 

is supported on the set 
° M M -10M M ad(M (Fs))(Ll I Ks ) = {m cm: m EM (Fs) , CElli Ks }. 

Proof. Suppose that 
~ = IT Mv 

VESI 

is a Levi subset of M defined over Fs, . Then for each v E SI' Mv is a Levi 
subset of M which is defined over Fv. Let Mv(Fj be the set of elements Yv E 
Mv(FJ whose semisimple component av satisfies the following two conditions. 

(i) The connected centralizer M of a in MO is contained in MO Gv v v • 
(ii) av is an Fv-elliptic point in Mv. 

Set 

Consider the restriction of the map 

H~ = EB HM,: ~(Fs) -+ a.~ = EB aM, 

to ~ (FsY . The map is certainly constant on the orbit of 

vltlo(Fs) = IT M~(Fv)· 
vESI 

The Fv -elliptic set in Mv (Fv) has a set of representatives which is compact 
modulo AM,(Fv). It follows easily that as a map on the space of 
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A;°(Fs)-orbits in A; (FsY' H/l1 is proper. To prove the lemma, we shall 
combine this fact with the descent and splitting properties of I M(Y' f). The 
argument is quite similar to that of [1(c), Lemma 12.2]. 

We may assume that 

and 
f= ITfv, 

yES 
so that .f" belongs to ~,( G(Fv)) if v belongs to SI ' and .f" equals the charac-
teristic function of Kc; if v belongs to the complement of SI in S. Suppose 
that 

yES 

is an element in M(Fs)1 such that I M(Y' f) i- o. For each v E SI ' let Gv be 
the semisimple part of Y , and let A be the split component of the center v a~, 

of M(J . Set M. equal to the centralizer of A in M. Then Y belongs to 
\I ~ av v 

Mv (F,.)'. In other words, if 

the element 

belongs to viii (Fs/· If we were to replace Y by an MO (FSI )-conjugate, A; 
would be similarly conjugated, but 1M would remain nonzero. Now there are 
only finitely many MO(Fsl )-orbits of Levi subsets A; over FSI . It is therefore 
sufficient to fix A; , and to consider only those elements y such that Y I belongs 
to A; (FS1 )' • 

For each valuation w in S - SI ' we set Mw = M. We then define a Levi 
subset 

of Mover Fs. Regarding y as an element in .$1 (Fs) , we can form the induced 
class 

But M v .y, = My, for each v, so yM is just the vII°(Fs)-orbit of y. Applying 
Corollary 9.2 of [1 (j)] , we obtain 

I{«(y, f) = L d~(M,2) IT f;,(Yv,fv.L,) i- o. 
yES 
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Recalling the definition of the constants d;(M, 2') in [1 U), §9], we find that 
we can choose 

vES 
G G G so that the natural map a.A' -+ a M EEl a 2' is an isomorphism, and so that 

(3.4) v ES. 

Suppose first that w is a valuation in the complement of SI in S. Since 
fw is the characteristic function of K~ , Lemma 2.1 of [I (j)] tells us that 

i;:(Yw,fw,LJ = I;W(Yw,fw.QJ = J;W(Yw,fw,QJ 
for any Qw E 8P(Lw)' The function on the right is a weighted orbital integral, 
and by Corollary 6.2 of [1 (h)], it is the integral with respect to a measure on the 
induced class y~ . Therefore, the class Y~ must intersect K~ . Combining the 
definition of the induced class Y~ with the standard properties of the special 
maximal compact group K w' we find that the MO(Fw)-orbit of Yw intersects K:: . Notice in particular that HM(yw ) = O. 

We turn, finally, to the valuations in SI . It remains for us to show that the 
MO (Fsi )-orbit of "I I intersects a compact subset Il~ of M (FsI ) which depends 
only on Ill' We are already assuming that "II belongs to .£; (FSI)' , so by the 
discussion above, we need only show that HJf{1 (y I) lies in a fixed compact subset 
of 114j . Set 

It is clear that the natural map 

a.4j -+ aM EElaJi 
is injective. But the image of Hf{1 ("II) in aM equals 

HM(y l ) = HM(y) - L HM(y) = 0, 
WES-SI 

since "I belongs to M(FS)I . We have only to show that the image of H.4j ("II) 
in a Ji ' namely the vector 

H 2i ("I I) = E9 H L, ("I J ' 
vESI 

lies in a compact subset of a.:il which depends only on III . For any v E SI ' 
the distribution i,~, ("Iv' f, ,L) depends only on the restriction of f, to the set 

{xv E G(FJ: HL, (xv) = HL, ("Iv)}· 
It follows from (3.4) that HL • ("Iv) belongs to HL " (Ilv) , the image of the support 
of f,. In other words, H.:il ("II) belongs to EBvESI HL , (Ilv) , a compact set which 
depends only on III . This completes the proof of the lemma. D 
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Suppose that f belongs to ~(G(A)). We shall write supp(f) for the sup-
port of f. There exists a finite set S of valuations of F , which contains Sram ' 
such that f is the image of a function in ~(G(Fs))' We shall write V (f) for 
the minimal such set. If S is any such set and y is a point in (M (F)) M ,s ' 
we shall understand I M(Y' f) to mean the value of the distribution I M(Y) at 
f, regarded as a function in ~ (G (Fs))' Since we are thinking of 1M (y) as 
a local object, this convention is quite reasonable. It simply means that when 
Y E (M (F)) M ,s parametrizes such a distribution, we should treat y as a point 
in M(Fs) rather than M(F). 

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that f E ~(G(A)). Then 

I(f) = L IwtIIUOGI-] L M a (S,y)IM(y,f), 
MEY YE(M(F))Jf .s 

where S is any finite set of valuations which is sufficiently large, in a sense that 
depends only on supp(f) and V(f). The inner series can be taken over a finite 
subset of (M(F))M s which also depends only on supp(f) and V(f). 

Proof. By (2.4) and Proposition 3.1, we have 
M a (S,y)IM(Y,f), 

YE(M(F)n O)Jf.S 

where S is any finite set of valuations that contains So' We shall use Lemma 
3.2 to show that the sum over 0 is finite. 

Choose any finite set S] :J Sram' and a compact neighbourhood d] in 
G(Fs) , such that f belongs to ~1 (G(Fs))' Assume that S contains S]. 
Suppose that a class 0 gives a nonzero contribution to the sum above. Then 
there is an M E 2' , and an element y E (M (F) no) M ,s such that 

M a (S,y)IM(y,f) #0. 

The nonvanishing of aM (S, y) implies that for each v ~ S, the image of y in 
M(Fv) lies in 

ad(MO(FJ)K; . 

The image of y in M (Fs) then lies in M (Fs)] , and therefore belongs to a set 

° M M ad(M (Fs))(d] Ks ), 

by Lemma 3.2. It follows that the MO(A)-orbit of y meets the compact set 
d~ KM , and in particular that 

° M M ad(G (A))o nd] K # (2). 

By Lemma 9.1 of [I (g)], 0 must belong to a finite subset &'] of &'. Since 
d~ depends only on d] , &'] clearly depends only on supp(f) and V(f). The 
required expansion for I(f) then holds if S is any finite set which contains 
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the union of SI with the sets So' as 0 ranges over &'1' This establishes the 
first assertion of the theorem. The union over 0 E &'1 of the sets 

(M(F) nO)M,S 

is certainly a finite subset of (M (F)) M ,s ' so the second assertion also follows. 
o 

4. THE SPECTRAL SIDE 

We shall derive a finer expansion for the right-hand side of (2.4). The result 
will be a sum of terms, indexed by irreducible representations, which separate 
naturally into local and global constituents. Again, there is a parallel expansion 
for the noninvariant distributions on the right-hand side of (2.1). It is provided 
by the results of [1 (e)] and [7]. However, these results are not immediately in 
the form we want, and it is necessary to review them in some detail. 

The set 2" = 2"(G, F) consists of cuspidal automorphic data [1(b), 7]. It is 
the set of orbits 

G X = {so(Lo"o): So E Wo} = {s(Lo"o): s E Wo }, 

where Lo is a Levi subgroup in yO = yGo , '0 is an irreducible cuspidal 
automorphic representation of Lo (A) I , and the pair (Lo" 0) is fixed by some 
element in the Weyl set WoG of isomorphisms of ao induced from G. (We 
have indexed the Levi subgroup with the subscript 0 to emphasize that it need 
not be of the form. M O for some M E Y .) The set 2" has been used to 
describe the convergence of the spectral side, which is more delicate than that 
of the geometric side. However, for applications that involve a comparison 
of trace formulas, it is easier to handle the convergence by keeping track of 
Archimedean infinitesimal characters" 

Set 
F =Fs = IIF. 00 = v 

Regarding GO(F 00) as a real Lie group, we can define the Abelian Lie algebra 

~ = i~ K EfJ ~o 

as in §3 of [1 (d)]. Then ~o is the Lie algebra of a fixed maximal real split torus 
in Mo(F 00) , and ~ K is a fixed Cartan sub algebra of the centralizer of ~o in 

Koo = II Kv' 
vESoo 

The complexification ~ c is a Cartan subalgebra of the complex Lie algebra of 
GO(F 00)' and the real form ~ is invariant under the complex Weyl set W G 

of G (F 00)' (By definition, W G equals Ad( e) W , where e is any element in 
G(F 00) which normalizes ~c' and W is the complex Weyl group of GO(F 00) 
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with respect to I).) It is convenient to fix a Euclidean norm II· II on I) which 
is invariant under W G • We shall also write II ·11 for the dual Hermitian norm 
on I)~. To any representation 7r. E I1(M(A)) we can associate the induced 
representation 7r. G of G+ (A). Let v 1C denote the infinitesimal character of its 
Archimedean constituent; it is a W-orbit in I)~. We shall actually be more 
concerned with the case that 7r. is a representation in I1( M (A) 1). Then v 1C 

is determined a priori only as an orbit of a ~.c in I) ~. However, this orbit 
has a unique point of smallest norm in I) ~ (up to translation by W) and it is 
this point which we shall denote by v 1C • If t is a nonnegative real number, let 
I1unit (M (A) 1 , t) denote the set of representations 7r. E I1unit (M (A) 1) such that 

IIJm(v1C )11 = t, 
where Jm(v1C ) is the imaginary part of V1C relative to the real form 1)* of 
I) ~. We adopt similar notation when M is replaced by a group Lo E yO . In 
particular, if 

G X = {s(LoJo): s E TVa } 
is any class in 2' , we set v = v . 

X '0 

Suppose that Lo is a Levi subgroup in yO. Set 
o AL = AL (~), 

0. 00 o.Q 

where A L is the split component of the center of the group obtained by 
O.Q 

restricting scalars from F to Q. Let 
2 

(4.1) Ldisc.t(Lo(F)ALo.oo \ Lo(A)) 

be the subspace of L2(Lo(F)ALo.00 \Lo(A)) which decomposes under Lo(A) as 
a direct sum of representations in I1unit(LO(A), t). For any group Qo in 

and a point A E a~o.c ' let 

PQo.t(A): x ----+ PQo.t(A,x) 

be the induced representation of GO (A) obtained from (4.1). If Q~ is another 
group in gO(Lo) ' the theory of Eisenstein series provides an intertwining op-
erator MQ~IQo(A) from PQo.t(A) to PQ~.t(A). 

Lemma 4.1. The representation PQo.t(A) is admissible. 

Proof. The assertion is that the restriction of PQo)A) to K contains each 
irreducible representation with only finite multiplicity. Since admissibility is 
preserved under parabolic induction, it is enough to show that the represen-
tation of Lo(A) on (4.1) is admissible. To this end, we may assume that 
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Lo = GO = G. The assertion is then a consequence of Langlands' theory of 
Eisenstein series [12, Chapter 7]. For one of the main results of [12] is a de-
composition 

L~isc,t(G(F)AG,oo \ G(A)) = EBL~isc.x(G(F)AG,oo \ G(A)), 
x 

where X ranges over the data in 2 such that IIJm(vx)11 equals t, and each 
corresponding summand is an admissible G(A)-module. On the other hand, the 
set of all X whose associated cuspidal representations contain the restrictions 
of a given K -type have discrete infinitesimal characters. That is, the associated 
points {vx } form a discrete subset of B + ia~, with B a compact ball about 

the origin in a ~. It follows that there are only finitely many modules L~iSc.x 
in the direct sum above which contain a given K -type. The lemma follows. 0 

The representation PQo,t(A) of GO(A) does not in general extend to the 
group generated by G(A). However, suppose that s is an element in WaG with 
representative w in G(F). We can always translate functions on GO (A) on the 
right by elements in G (A) if at the same time we translate on the left by w - \ . 
Therefore, if Y belongs to G(A), we can define a linear map PQo,t(s, A, y) 
from the underlying Hilbert space of PQo,/(A) to that of PsQo,/(sA) such that 

(4.2) PQo)s, A, Y\ YY2) = psQo)sA, Y\ )PQo ,/(s, A, Y)PQo ,t(A, Y\), 

for any points YI and Y2 in GO(A). This map depends only on the image of s 
in WoG / WOLo . In particular, it is well defined for any element in W G (a Lo) , the 

normalizer of a Lo in WoG . Suppose that s is an element in W G (a Lo) which 
fixes A. If I is a function in 2'(G(A)), we write 

PQ / (s , A , l) = r I (x) PQ / (s , A , x) dx . 
o· iG(A)! 0, 

Then 
\ 

MQolsQo(A)PQo ,/(s, A,f ) 

is an operator of trace class on the underlying Hilbert space of P Qo ,/ (A). Ac-
cording to (4.2), its trace is an invariant distribution, which by Lemma 4.1 can 
be written as a finite linear combination of irreducible characters 

\ tr 7r (f ) = IG ( 7r) , 
\ 

7r E TIunit(G(A) ,t). 

Observe that each such irreducible character is determined in the expression 
only up to the orbit of 7r under the group SA' As in § 1, we write 
{llunit(G(A)\ ,t)} for the set of such orbits in llunit(G(A)1 ,t). 

Consider the expression 

( 3) '""' I LOll GI-I,"", -I II 4. ~ Wo Wo ~ I det(s - 1 )07 I tr(MQolsQo (O)PQo ,/(s, 0, )), 
~ELO s ~ 
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where Qo stands for any element in goo(Lo) and s is summed over the Weyl 
set 

G G W (a L )reg = {s E W (a L ): det(s - l)aG =1= O}. 
o 0 ~ 

This is just the "discrete part" of the formula for 

L JxU) , f E J?(G(A)), 
{XE2": IIJm(uxlll=t} 

provided by Theorem 8.2 of (1 (e)]. (For the case G =1= GO, see the final lecture 
of [7].) According to the remarks above, we can rewrite (4.3) as 

( 4.4) 

a finite linear combination of characters. The complex valued function 
I 7C E IIunit ( G ( A ) ,t), 

which is defined by the equality of (4.3) and (4.4), is the primary global datum 
for the spectral side. 

It is convenient to work with a manageable subset of {ilunit(G(A)l ,t)} which 
contains the support of a~sc(7C). Let IIdisc(G, t) denote the subset of 
SA -orbits in {llunit( G(A) 1 ,t)} which are represented by irreducible constituents 
of induced representations 

a~, ME 2', a E IIunit(M(A)I ,t), A E ia~/ia~, 

where a). satisfies the following two conditions. 

(i) a~c(a) =1= O. 
(ii) There is an element s E WG(aM)reg such that sa). = a).. 

Observe that the restriction to GO(A) of any representation in IIdisc(G, t) IS 

an irreducible constituent of an induced representation 

From the last lemma we obtain 

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that r is a finite subset of II(K). Then there are only 
finitely many (orbits of) representations 7C E IIdisc ( G, t) whose restrictions to 
K contain an element in r. In particular, there are only finitely many orbits 
7C E {II(G(A)l ,t)} which contain an element in r and such that a~sc(7C) =1= 
O. 0 

Before going on, we note the following lemma for future reference. 
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose that ¢ is a one dimensional character on G+ (A) 1 which 
is trivial on GO(F). Then 

where 
(¢n)(x) = ¢(x)n(x) , 

Proof. If the character ¢ belongs to SA' the assertion of the lemma is of course 
part of the definition of a~sc' In general, observe that we can use ¢ to define a 
linear operator P Qo (¢) on the underlying Hilbert spaces of the representations 
PQo)O). It has the property that 

-I 1 1 
PQo (¢) MQoIsQo (O)PQo ,{(s, 0, f )PQo (¢) = MQoIsQo (O)PQo ,{(s, 0, ¢f ), 

where 
(¢f)(x) = ¢(x)f(x) , 1 

X E G(A) . 
Therefore, (4.3) remains unchanged if f is replaced by ¢f. The lemma fol-
lows. 0 

The remaining global ingredient is a function constructed from the global 
normalizing factors [1(e),§6]. We shall recall briefly how it is defined. Suppose 
that M E Sf and that n = ®v nv belongs to TIdisc(M, t). The restriction of 
n to MO(A) is an irreducible constituent of some representation 

M O M O 

PRo,{(O), LoESf ,Ro E.9 (Lo)' 
If p E .9(M) , we can form the induced representation 

y;,(n,,) , AEn~C' 

Its restriction to GO(A) is a sub representation of PQo,!(A), where Qo is the 
group pO(Ro) in .9°(Lo) which is contained in pO and whose intersection 
with MO is Ro' If pi E .9(M) and Q~ = (P,)o(Ro) , the operator 

Jp'IP(nJ = II Jp'IP(nv)) ' 
v 

defined as an infinite product of unnormalized intertwining operators, is there-
fore equivalent to the restriction of MQ~IQo (A) to an invariant subspace. The 
theory of Eisenstein series tells us that the infinite product converges for certain 
A, and can be analytically continued to an operator valued function which is 
unitary when A E in ~. But we also have the normalized intertwining operator 

Rp'IP(n)) = II Rp'IP(nv)) = II(rp"P(nv,,,l)-IJp"P(nv';))' 
v v 

described in [1 (i)]. The infinite product reduces to a finite product at any smooth 
vector. It follows that the infinite product 

rp'IP(n,l.) = II rp'IP(nv,,,l) 
v 
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of local normalizing factors converges for certain )., and can be continued as a 
meromorphic function which is analytic for )., E ia ~. Moreover, 

rpuIP(n)) = rpuIP,(n;)rp'IP(nJ, 

if p" is a third element in 9"(M) . 
For a fixed p' E 9"(M), we define the (G, M)-family 

( I -I * rp v,n)"P)=rpIP,(n)) rpIP,(nMJ, PE9"(M),vEiaM . 

Since 

for each v [1 (i),§2], we have 

rpIP,(nJ = II ra(n, ).,(0: v)), 
aEL~n~, 

where ra(n, z) equals an infinite product 

II ra(n v ' z), ZE C, 

which converges in some half-plane. Therefore, the (G, M)-family is of the 
special sort considered in §7 of [1(e)]. In particular, if L E Y(M) and Q E 
9" (L) , the number 

L . L I Q -I ru(n.) = hm rp(v, n., P )(}p (v) 
iYl A v---+o A 

{PE9'(M): PCQ} 

can be expressed in terms of logarithmic derivatives 

and is independent of Q and p' [l(e), Proposition 7.5]. As a function of 
)., E ia~, it is a tempered distribution [1 (e), Lemma 8.4]. 

For a given Levi subset ME Y , let TI(M, t) denote the disjoint union over 
MI E yM of the sets 

TI M, (M , t) = {n = n u: n I E TIdisc (MI ' t) , )., E i a ~/ i a ~ } . 

We define a measure dn on TI(M, t) by setting 

1 ¢(n)dn= L Iwt'llwtl- 1 L /. ... ¢(nu)d)." 
n(M.t) M,EYM It,Endisc(M,.t) laM/laM 

for any suitable function ¢ on TI(M, t) . The global constituent of the spectral 
side of the trace formula is the function 

( 4.5) 

defined for any point 

n = n l .)" 
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in IIM, (M, t). In our notation we should keep in mind that n I is a represen-
tation in IIunit(Ml(A)I) (determined modulo SA)' so that {nl,)) stands for 
the associated orbit of ia~Jia~ in IIunit(MI (A) n M(A)I). In practice, how-
ever, we shall usually identify n = n I A with the induced representation 
m {IIunit(M(A)I)} . In this sense, the i~variant distribution 

JM(n,f) = JM(nJ1 ,O,f), J1 E ia~,fE~(G(A)), 

M 
n1,A 

studied in [1 (j)] is defined. It will be the local constituent of the spectral side. 

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that f E ~(G(A)). Then 

J(f) = L L IwtlIWoGI- 11 aM(n)JM(n,f)dn, 
120 MEf ll(M ,I) 

where the integral and outer sum each converge absolutely. 

Proof. Set 
'I(f) = L 'x(f) . 

{XE2': IIJm(II,)II=I} 

We shall apply the formula for 'x (f) provided by Theorem 8.2 of [l (e)] (and 
the analogue in [7] for G -I- GO). Then 'I (f) equals the sum over MI E Sf , 

M O M Lo E Sf I, and SEW I (a Lo)reg' of the product of 

IWoLollwoGI-lldet(s-l) MII- 1 
a LO 

with 

Here, Qo is an element in gO(Lo) ' and the operator 

LM (A, Qo) = lim ~ Lp (v, A, Qo)ep (v)-l I 11---+0 L.... I I 
PI E.9'(Md 

is obtained from the (G, Ml )-family 

Lp, (v, A, Qo) = MpIO(Ro)IQo(A)-1 Mp,O(Ro)IQo(A + v), 

for PI E g (M1) and v E ia ~I' As above, Ro is a fixed parabolic subgroup 
of M? with Levi component Lo' We can assume that Qo = pO(Ro) for some 
fixed element P in g (M1) • 

The trace of the operator 

LM, (A, Qo)MQolsQo (O)PQo ,I(S, A, f) 

vanishes except on an invariant subspace on which the representation P Qo ) A) 
reduces to a sum of induced representations 
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(Actually, PQo.I(A) is only a representation of GO(A) , so we really mean the 
restriction of Y'p (n I A) to this group.) With this interpretation, the intertwining 
operator MpIO(Ro)IQo (A) corresponds to a direct sum of operators 

JpIIP(nl.A) = rpIIP(nl.A)RpIIP(nl.A)' n l E IIdisc(MI' t). 
Therefore, LMI (A, Qo) corresponds to a direct sum of operators 

lim '"' rp (lI,n l A,P)9/!p (lI,n l A,P)eP (11)-1. 
v-->O ~ I . I . I 

PI E.9'(Mll 
This last expression is obtained from a product of (G, M)-families. By Corol-
lary 6.5 of [l(c)] it equals 

L r.~ (n l.A)9/! M(n 1 ,A' P). 
ME.r(Mll 

We now apply the definition of a~sc' Given the observations above, we use 
the equality of (4.3) and (4.4) (with G replaced by MI ) to rewrite JI(f) as the 
sum over MI E 2' and M E 2' (MI ) of the product of I WOMI II WaG I-I with 

L L- a~c(n I )r~ (n I ,A) tr(9/! M(n I ,A' P)Y'p(n I ,A,f)) dA. 
711 EIIdisc(MI ,I) MI 

if P is any element in .9'(M). (Since A stands for a coset of ia~ in ia~1 ' 

it is understood that n~A is a representation in IIunit(M(A)l). This justifies 
the notation of the last line.) Decomposing the original integral over A into a 
double integral of (A,,u) in 

we obtain 

JI(f) = L L IWOMIIIWoGI-1 
ME.r MIE.rM 

x L fa- lia- a:;C(nl)r~(nU)JM(n~A,f)dA 
71IEIIdisc(MI,I) MI M 

L IwtlIWoGI- 1 L 1 aM(n)JM(n,f)dn 
ME.r MIE;£'M IIMI (M,I) 

'"' M G -I r M = ~ IWo IIWo I if a (n)JM(n,f)dn. 
ME;£' II(M,t) 
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The convergence of the integral and the justification for our use of Fubini's 
theorem follow from the fact that r~ (n 1 ,,;) is tempered. 

Set 
It(f) = L:: Ix(f) , 

{XE2': IIJm(vx)ll=t} 

Since the invariant X expansion converges absolutely to I (f) , we have 

(4.6) I(f) = L:: It (f) , 
t2:0 

the series converging absolutely. From the definition of Ix (f) , we obtain 

~ L G -I 'L It(f) = Jt(f) - L..t IWo IIWa I It (¢L(f)). 
LE.20 

Assume inductively that 

L ~ M L -I r M L It (g) = L..t I Wo II Wo I ir a (n)IM(n, g) dn 
MExL TI(M ,t) 

for any L E ~ and any g E Jr(L(A)). Combined with the formula above for 
Jt (f) , this tells us that It (f) equals 

L:: IWoM"1 IWoGI- 1 1 aM (n) (JM(n, f) - L:: j~(n, ¢L(f)) dn. 
MEJ TI(M ,I) LE.20(M) 

It follows that 

(4.7) It (f) = L:: Iwtll WoGI- l l aM(n)IM(n,f)dn. 
MEf TI(M ,t) 

The theorem follows immediately from (4.6) and (4.7). 0 

The definitions in this paragraph have obvious analogues if the real number t 
is replaced by a fixed datum X E Jr. In particular, if lIJ'm(lIx)1I = t, we have 
a sub representation PQo,x(A) of PQo,t(A). As in earlier papers, we shall some-
times write s1:Q2 for the space of K -finite vectors in the underlying Hilbert ° ,x 
space of PQo,x(A). Then for any SE WoG and fEJr(G(A)), PQo.x(s,A,/) 
is a map from s1:Q2 to .NsQ2 • The definitions also provide functions adMI ° ,x o,X ISC ,x 
and a7 on respective subsets 

and 
TI(M,X) C TI(M,t), 
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The proof of Theorem 4.4 yields 

Corollary 4.5. Suppose that f E %(G(A)) and X E 2". Then 

/xU) = L Iwtll WoG I- l l a7(n)/M(n,f)dn. 0 
MEY' TI(M.xl 

For any element L E ~, the corollary provides an expansion for /~ in 
terms of the distributions 

L L . * /M(n)=/M(nll,O), jlE10 M · 

But our original induction assumption of § 1 implies that the distributions 
/~(nll' 0) are supported on characters. This is a consequence of Theorem 6.1 
of [1 (j)]. Therefore, the distributions /~ are also supported on characters. We 
have thus shown that the entire second induction assumption, adopted in §2, is 
subsumed in the original one. 

5. COMPLETION OF THE INDUCTION ARGUMENT 

We shall now show that all the distributions which occur in the invariant 
trace formula are supported on characters. These are local objects, so we shall 
not start off with the number field F that has been fixed up until now. Rather, 
we take a local field Fl of characteristic 0, and a connected component Gl of 
a reductive group over F l , in which G l (Fl ) "I 0. As usual, we shall assume 
either that G 1 = G~ , or that G 1 is an inner twist of a component 

G* = (GL(n) x ... x GL(n)) )<I e* . 
Theorem 5.1. For any Gl/Fl as above, and any Levi subset Ml of Gl (with 
respect to F l ), the distributions 

/ M/fl '/1), Yl E Ml (Fl)'/ E %(Gl (Fl )), 

are supported on characters. 

Proof. Fix a positive integer Nl ' and assume that the theorem is valid for any 
G 1/ Fl with dim Fl ( G 1) < N l · Having made this induction assumption, we fix 
G l and Fl such that dimFl (G l ) = N l . If Ll E ~(Ml)' the distributions 
/~ll (Y l ) are by hypothesis supported on characters. This matches the induction 
assumption of §2 of [1 (j)] that allowed us to define / Ml (y 1) in the first place. 

Let 1; be a fixed function in % ( G 1 (Fl )) such that 

f l .Gl = 0. 

We must show that the distributions all vanish on 1;. It is convenient to fix 
Ml and to make a second induction assumption that 

(5.1 ) 

for any Ll E ..2"(Ml) with Ll "I MI' We must then show that / Ml (Y l ,1;) 
vanishes for each Y 1 E Ml (Fl ) . 
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If YI is an arbitrary point in MI (FI ) , we can write 

IM(YI,~)=lim "" r::;(YI,a)IL(aYI'~) , a--I ~, , 
L,E.2'(M,) 

= lim 1 M (ay I ' ~ ), 
a--I ' 

by (5.1) and [1(j), (2.2)]. Since a stands for a small regular point in AM,(FI ), 

we may assume without loss of generality that GI = MI . But now we can .y, .y, 
apply [1 (j), (2.3)]. This formula asserts that the function 

Y --+ 1M , (y, ~) 

coincides with the orbital integral of a function on MI (FI ) , for all points Y 
whose semisimple part is close to that of YI . It is known that the orbital 
integral of a function on MI (FI ) is completely determined by its values at 
regular semisimple points. For p-adic F I , this is Theorem 10 of [9( c)]. If 
FI is Archimedean, the result is due also to Harish-Chandra. The proof, which 
was never actually published, uses the Archimedean analogues of the techniques 
of [9( cn In any case, it follows that if 1M , (y, ~) vanishes whenever Y is 
GI-regular, it vanishes for all YI . We may therefore assume that YI itself is 
GI-regular. We can also assume that YI is an FI-elliptic point in MI(FI ). For 
YI would otherwise belong to a proper Levi subset M of MI defined over FI ' 
and we would be able to write 

"" G 'L IM,(YI'~) = ~ dM(MI,L)IM(YI'~.L)' 
LE.2'(M) 

by the descent property [1 (j), Corollary 8.3]. Since d~ (MI ' L) = 0 unless 
L is properly contained in G, the expression vanishes by our first induction 
assumption. Thus, it remains for us to show that 1M , (YI ,~) vanishes when YI 
is a fixed point in MI (FI ) which is G I -regular and FI-elliptic. For this basic 
case we shall use the global argument introduced by Kazhdan (see [8] and [10]). 

Suppose that G is a component of a reductive group over some number field 
F, with G(F) f:. 0, such that Fv, ~ FI and Gv, = GI for a valuation VI of 
F. Then 

dimF(G) = dimFI (GI ) = NI . 

It follows from Corollary 9.3 of [1(j)] and our induction assumption on NI 
that for any S, the distributions 

M E.Y ,L E~(M), Y E M(Fs) , 

are all supported on characters. Therefore, G / F satisfies the conditions of § 1 , 
and we can apply the results of §§3 and 4. 

Lemma 5.2. Suppose that 

f=IIfv, 
is a function in ~(G(A)) such that iv, = ~. Then I(f) = O. 
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Proof. Consider the spectral expansion 

I(f) = L L IwtllwoG I- l l aM(n)IM(n,f)dn 
12':0 MEf n(M.1) 

of Theorem 4.4. We shall show that the distributions 

J.l E ia~, ME 2, n E ll(M, t), 

which occur on the right, vanish. In doing this, we will make essential use of 
the fact that n is unitary. 

It is clearly enough to establish the vanishing of the Fourier transform 

f f f -A(2') d IM(n,:?r,)= IM(nA,)e A, 

where, for a large finite set S of valuations, :?r belongs to the vector space of 
elements in EB vES 0. M ,v whose components sum to O. The integral is over the 
imaginary dual vector space. According to the splitting formula [1 (j) , Propo-
sition 9.4], we can write 1M (n ,:?r ,f) as a finite sum of products, over v E S , 
of distributions on the spaces Jr'(L(Fv )) ' L E 2(M). But if L E Yo(M) , our 
induction hypothesis, combined with Theorem 6.1 of [1 (j)], tells us that the 
distributions 

are well defined. They must then vanish, since 1; L = O. It is therefore enough 
to show that the distributions 

vanish. (Recall that by an abuse of notation, we denoted these distributions 
by iM (n l ,XI ,1;,G) in the splitting formula.) 

The formula [1(j), (3.2)] gives an expansion for IM (n l ,XI ,1;) in terms of 
the distributions associated to standard representations P E ~(M(Fv))' Only 
those P with ,1,(p, n l ) i= 0 can occur in the expansion (see [l(i) , §§5-6]). 
Since n l is unitary, this implies that p has a unitary central character. It is 
sufficient to establish that for any such p and any point A: E 0. ~ ,c with a small 
real part, the distributions 

(5.2) L E 2(M), XI E aM ,VI ' 

all vanish. Since its central character is unitary, p must either be tempered or 
be induced from a proper parabolic subset of M. If P is tempered, 

IL(p;, hL(XI ) ,II) = { 1; ,G(p7, hG~XI)), if L = G, 
0, otherwIse, 

by Lemma 3, I of [l U)]. But 1; ,G = 0, so the distribution vanishes even if 
L = G. In the other case, 

M 
P=PI ' 
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and we can make use of the descent property [1 (j) , Corollary 8.5]. We obtain 
an expression for a Fourier transform of (5.2) in terms of the distributions 

'M2 r 
IMI(pu,YI,J;,M)' M2E~(MI)'YI EllMI,vl' 

Since M2 i- G , the distributions are well defined, and therefore vanish. Thus, 
the distribution (5,2) vanishes in all cases. In other words, the spectral expan-
sion reduces to 0, and I (f) vanishes. 0 

We must decide how to choose G, F and VI in order to prove the theorem. 
Our original element YI in MI (FI ) belongs to a unique "maximal torus" 

TI = TI,oY I 

In MI' By definition, TI,o is the connected centralizer GI,rl of YI in G~. 
It is a torus in M~ which is FI-anisotropic modulo AMI' LetEI:J FI be a 
finite Galois extension over which Gland TI split. Choose any number field 
E, with a valuation wI' such that EWI 2:: EI . The Galois group, Gal(EI/FI)' 
can be identified with the decomposition group of E at WI ' and therefore acts 
on E. Let F be the fixed field in E of this group, and let VI be a valuation 
of F which WI divides. Then FI 2:: FVI and Gal(EI/FI) = Gal(E/F). We 
can therefore use GI to twist the appropriate Chevalley group and "maximal 
torus" over F. We obtain a component G and "maximal torus" T defined 
over F, with G(F) and T(F) not empty, such that GI = G and TI = T . 

VI VI 

Moreover, the construction is such that MI = MVI and 11 MI = 11M , where M 
is a Levi subset of G which contains T and is defined over F . It follows that 

I MI (y I ' J;) = 1M (y I ' J; ) . 

But the set T(F) is dense in T(Fvl )' We can therefore approximate our 
G-regular point YI by elements Y E T(F). Since IM(yI,J;) is continuous in 
(regular) YI ' we have only to show that I M(Y ,fI) = 0 for any fixed G-regular 
element Y in T(F). We can use the trace formula to do this. 

We shall choose a suitable function 

/= II!", 
in Jf'(G(A)), and apply Lemma 5.2. Observe first that T is F -anisotropic VI 
modulo AM' This means that T is contained in no proper Levi subset of 
M (relative to FVI ). We can always replace F by a finite extension in which 
VI splits completely. We may therefore assume that T is also F -anisotropic 

V2 

modulo AM' where v2 is another valuation of F. Let V = {VI' V2 ' ... , vk } 

be a large finite set of valuations of F which contains VI and v2 ' and outside 
of which G and Tare unramified. At V = VI ' we have already been given 
our function Ivl = J; . If V is any of the other valuations in V, let !" be any 
function which is supported on a very small open neighborhood of Y in G(FV) , 
and such that 
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If v lies outside of V, let Iv equal the characteristic function of K~. Then 
f = Ilv Iv certainly belongs to %(G(A)). It follows from Lemma 5.2 and 
Theorem 3.3 that 

(5.3) L IWOLIIWoGI-1 L 
LEf t5E(L(Fll LS 

Since V = V (f) , the shrinking of the functions !. ' ... ,!. around y does 
V2 Vk 

not increase V(f). Nor does it increase the support of f. It follows that in 
(5.3), the set S may be chosen to be independent of f, and the sums over J 
can be taken over finite sets which are also independent of f. 

Suppose that L E.Y and J E (L(F))L.S' We apply the splitting formula 
[1 (j), Corollary 9.2] to IL(J, f). If L c LI ~ G, we have 

by assumption. It follows that 

IL(J,f) = IL(J, Iv l ) . IT ft(J, Iv.L)· 
vivi 

Now the function!.v is supported on the F -anisotropic set in M(F ). This 
2 ~ ~ 

means that 1v,.L = 0 unless L contains a conjugate of M. On the other hand, 
if L contains- a conjugate 

of M, we can write 

-I wMw , 

!. -I 
IL(J, I) = Iw-ILw(w Jw,lv l). 

by [1(j), (2.4*)]. If M is properly contained in w-1Lw, this vanishes by 
(5.1). Thus, the contribution of L to (5.3) vanishes unless L is conjugate 
to M. Since the contributions from different conjugates of M are equal, we 
obtain 

(5.4) L aM(S,J) (IM(J,lvl) IT IG(J,Iv)) =0. 
t5E(M(F)}I/.s vivi 

Once again, J can be summed over a finite set which is independent of how 
we shrink f. 

The orbital integrals 

25:i5:k, 

vanish unless J is close to the GO (Fv )-orbit of y. In particular, the sum 
J 

in (5.4) need only be taken over elements J which are regular semisimple. 
Consequently, 

M -I 1 a (S, J) = IMt5(F) \ M(F, J)I vol(Mt5(F) \ Mt5(A) ), 
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by Theorem 8.2 of [1 (g)). Moreover, the (M, S)-equivalence classes of regular 
semisimple elements in M(F) are just MO(F)-orbits. It follows that 

(5.5) L c(£5)I M(£5, Ivl ) = 0, 

" 
where £5 is summed over those MO(F)-orbits in M(F) which are GO(FvJ-

) 

conjugate to y for 2 ::; j ::; k , and which meet K: for v outside of V, and 
where 

c(£5) = IM,,(F) \ M(F, £5)1- 1 vol(M" (F) \ M,,(A)I). II IG (£5, Iv)· 
vES-V 

We must show that every such £5 is also GO(Fv)-conjugate to y. As in [10, 
Appendix], we use an argument from Galois cohomology. 

For the first time in this paper we shall explicitly invoke our limiting hypoth-
esis on G. If G is an inner twist of the component 

G· = (GL(n) x ... x GL(n)) ~ e·, 
then any two elements in G (F) which are in the same GO -orbit are actually 
in the same GO(F)-orbit. There is nothing further to prove in this case. We 
can assume therefore that G = GO. Then T is a maximal torus (in the usual 
sense) in G. The set of G(Fv)-conjugacy classes in G(FJ which are contained 
in the G-conjugacy class of y is known to be in bijective correspondence with 
a subset of 

'H1(Fv' T) = HI (Gal(FjFv), T(Fv))' 
A similar assertion holds for G(F)-conjugacy classes. Let ElF be a finite 
Galois extension which is unramified outside V, and over which T splits. 
Then HI (Fv' T) equals HI (Gal(Ewl Fv), T(Ew)) , and Tate-Nakayama theory 
provides an isomorphism between this group and 
(5.6) 
{Av EX.(T): NormEw/F,(Av)=O}/{Av _aAv:Av EXJT),aEGal(EwIFJ}, 

and an isomorphism between 

HI (Gal(EI F), T(A£)IT(E)) 

and 
(5.7) 

{ 'v () v)} v v v ( ( I )} /I. EX. T : Norm£/F(A = 0 I{A - aA : A EX. T), a E Gal E F . 

Here w stands for a fixed valuation on E which lies above a given v. More-
over, there is an exact sequence 

I 
-> H (Gal(EIF) , T(A£)IT(E)). 
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The first map is compatible with the embedding of G(F)-conjugacy classes into 
IL G(Fv) , and the second arrow is given by the natural map 

from the direct sum of modules (5.6) into (5.7). Now, consider the conjugacy 
class of y. Any 6 which occurs in the sum (5.5) maps to an element EBv Av 
such that Lv Av = o. If v is one of the valuations v2 • •••• vk ' 6 is G(Fv)-
conjugate to y, so that Av = o. If v lies outside V, 6 is MO (FJ-conjugate 
to an element in K~ . Since (G. T) is unramified at v, we again have Av = 0 
[11 (a), Proposition 7.1]. It follows that AVI = o. In other words, 6 is G (Fv)-

conjugate to 1', as we wanted to prove. 
We are now done. For if 6 is an element in M(F) which is GO(Fv)-

conjugate to 1', we have 6 = y -I I' Y , for some element y E MO (F )Kv which 
VI I 

normalizes MO. It follows from [I(j), (2.4')] that 

1M (6. Ivl ) = 1M (I' • 1; ) . 
But for any 6 which occurs in the sum (5.5), the constant C(6) is strictly 
positive. It follows from (5.5) that 

As we noted earlier, this implies that 

I MI (I'I ,II) = O. 

for our original point 1'1 E MI (FI ) . Theorem 5.1 is proved. 0 

Corollary 5.3. Suppose that G/ F is as in § 1. Then for any S and any ME 2" , 
the distributions 

are supported on characters. 

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from the theorem and Corollary 9.3 
of [1 (j)]. 0 

Corollary 5.3 justifies the primary induction assumption of § 1. In particular, 
the distributions which occur in the invariant trace formula are all supported 
on characters. We have at last finished the extended induction argument, begun 
originally in [1 (j)]. 

6. A CONVERGENCE ESTIMATE 

It is not known that the spectral expansion for I (f) provided by Theorem 
4.4 converges as a multiple integral over t, M and 1C. The main obstruction 
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is the trace class problem. This is essentially the question of showing that the 
operators 

Q E yO , f E % ( G (A) ) , 
1:0:0 

are of trace class. We shall instead prove an estimate for the rate of convergence 
of the x-expansion. The estimate is an extension of some of the arguments used 
in the derivation of the trace formula. Although rather weak, it seems to be a 
natural tool for those applications which entail a comparison of trace formulas. 

The estimate will be stated in terms of multipliers. Recall [1 (d)] that multipli-
ers are associated to elements in g (~) W , the convolution algebra of compactly 
supported W -invariant distributions on ~ . For 0: E g (~ ) wand f E % (G (A)) , 
fc). is the new function in %(G(A)) such that 

n E fI(G(A)). 

Similarly, for any function ¢ E J'(G(A)), there is another function ¢a E 
J'(G(A)) such that 

n E fItemp ( G (A)) . 

(As in § 11 of [1 (i)], we shall sometimes regard ¢ as a function on fItemp (G (A)) 
instead of the product fItemp ( G(A)) x aG • Then two interpretations are of course 
related by the Fourier transform 

¢(n, X) = !. 0 ¢(n})e -A(X) d)"', )... E aG , 
laG 

on ia~.) Suppose that 0: belongs to the sub algebra c;,,(~)w. Then we have 

(6.1) ¢)n, X) = lG ¢(n, Z)O:G(n, X - Z) dZ, 

where 
O:G(n, Z) = fa

o 
&(vn + )...)e -'«Z) d)"', 

G 

Formula (6.1) is useful because it makes sense even if ¢ belongs to the larger 
space ~c(G(A)). For if X remains within a compact set, the function 

Z ---+ O:G(n, X - Z) 

is supported on a fixed compact set. It follows that ¢ ---+ ¢ a extends to an action 
of C;" (~ ) W on ~c ( G (A)) such that (6.1) holds. Similarly, f ---+ fa extends 
to an action of C;"(~)w on ~c(G(A)). Recall that if f E ~c(G(A)) and 
X E a G' fX is the restriction of f to 

and 

x G(A) = {x E G(A): HG(x) = X}, 

nUX) = 1 f(x)n(x) dx, 
G(A)I 

n E fI(G(A)). 
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Then we have 

(6.2) 

Setting X = 0, we obtain the formula 

(6.2' ) rc E TI(G(A)) , 

for the restriction f~ of fex to G(A) 1 • 

We do not want f to be an arbitrary function in ~c(G(A)). We must insist 
in some mild support and growth conditions on the functions fZ as Z gets 
large. Fix a height function 

x E G(A), 

on G(A) as in §§2 and 3 of [1 (d)]. We shall say that a function f E ~c(G(A)) 
is moderate if there are positive constants c and d such that f is supported 
on 

{x E G(A): log IIxll ::; c(lIHG(x)11 + In, 
and such that 

sup (lL1f(x)lexp{-dIlHG(x)II}) < 00, 
xEG(A) 

for any left invariant differential operator L1 on G(F (0)' In a similar fashion, 
one can define the notion of a moderate function in ~c( G(A)). (We shall recall 
the precise definition in the appendix.) 

It is not hard to show that the map f -4 fG sends moderate functions in 
~JG(A)) to moderate functions in ~c(G(A)) . Conversely, we have 

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that r is a finite subset of TI(K) and that ¢ is a moderate 
function in ~c(G(A))r' Then there is a moderatefunction f E ~c(G(A))r such 
that /c; = ¢. 

This lemma can be regarded as a variant of the trace Paley-Wiener theorem. 
We shall postpone its proof until the appendix. 

We shall write C,; (I)) W , as usual, for the set of functions in C;' (I)) W which 
are supported on the ball of radius N. 

Lemma 6.2. Suppose that f is a moderate function in ~c(G(A)), Then there 
is a constant c such that for any 0: E C,; (I) ) W , with N> 0, the function fe, is 
supported on 

{x E G(A): log Ilxll ::; c(IIHG (x)1I + N + In· 
Proof, We can use the direct product decomposition G(A) = G(A)l x AG ,00 

to identify each of the restricted functions f X , X E Q G ' with a function in 
Jf"(G(A)l). The lemma then follows from Proposition 3.1 of [l(d)) and the 
appropriate variant of (6.2), 0 
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We are now ready to state our convergence estimate. Fix a finite subset r of 
TI(K). If Lo E yO and X E ~(G, F), a variant of the definition of§4 provides 
a set TIdisc (Lo ' X) of irreducible representations of Lo (A)! . Let TIdisc (Lo ' X)r 
be the subset of representations in TIdisc(Lo' X) which contain representations 
in the restriction of r to K n Lo(A) . 

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that ¢ is a moderate function in y';c(G(A))r. Then there 
are constants C and k such that for any subset ~ of ~(G, F) and any 
0: E C,; (I)) W , with N> 0, the expression 

L /ix(¢a)/ 
XE2I 

is bounded by the supremum over X E ~, Lo E yO, A E ia ~o and (J E 

TIdisc(Lo'X)r of 
clN /6:(l.Ia + A)/. 

Proof. By Lemma 6.1 there is a moderate function f in ~c(G(A))r such that 
fG = ¢. Then 

A ! 
Ix(¢,,) = Ix(f,,) = Ix(f,,) , 

for X E ~ and 0: E C,; (I)) w. By Lemma 6.2, the function f~ is supported 
on a set 

{x E G(A)!: log /lx/l ::; c(1 + N)}, 

where the constant c depends only on f. We are first going to estimate the sum 
LXEdi /JxCt;,)/ of noninvariant distributions. We shall appeal to two results 
(Proposition 2.2 and Lemma A.l) of [I (d)] which apply to the case that G = GO . 
The results for general G, which require slightly different notation, can be 
extracted from [7]. We shall simply quote them. 

Fix a minimal parabolic subgroup Qo E gO(Mo) for GO. Proposition 2.2 of 
[1 (d)] applies to the distribution J: (fa) ,where T is a point in ao such that 
the function 

is suitably large. The assertion is that there is a constant Co such that if 

(6.3) 

and if f", 

Here, 

dQo(T) > Coc(l + N), 

is as above, then JT (f) equals an expression x (} 

L /. . .. 'I'~)A,f,,)dA. 
{QE'7O : Q:::JQo} IOQ/IOG 
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where s is any element in WoG , PQ (s, A, f') is the linear map from s1'.Q2 to 
~ a ~ 

..w;~,x discussed in §4, and Q~lsQ,x(sA) is the linear map from ..w;~,x to N'd,x 
such that for any pair of vectors cP E N'd,x and cPs E..w;~ ,x' 

T 
(QQlsQ ,x (s, A) cPs ' cP) 

equals 

1 ATEsQ(x,cPs,sA).ATEQ(x,cP,A)dx. 
G(F)Ar;.oo \GO(A) 

(EQ stands for the Eisenstein series associated to Q, and AT is the truncation 
operator.) Therefore, 

( 6.4) 

is bounded by 

L L 19"(MQ)I-I!. IIQ~ISQ,x(sA)PQ,x(s,A,f~)111 dA, 
XE£I Q:JQo iaQ/ia~ 

where II· III denotes the trace class norm. 
Suppose that f is bi-invariant under an open compact subgroup Ko of 

GO(Afin ). According to Lemma A.1 of [1(d)], there are constants CKo and 
do such that 

L L 19"(MQ)I-1 !. IlpQ,x(A,Am)~: . Q~ISQ,x(sA)Kolll dA 
XE£I Q:JQo iaQ/ia~ 

is bounded by 

(6.5) 

where Am is a certain left invariant differential operator on GO(F )1 and (')K 
00 0 

denotes the restriction of a given operator to the space of Ko-invariant vectors. 
In order to exploit this estimate, we note that 

T I 
IIQQlsQ(sA)PQ ,x (s, A, fe, )11 1 

is no greater than 
m -I T mfl)11 IlpQ,x(A,A )Ko ·QQlsQ.x(sA)KJI '1IpQ,x(s,A,A a . 

It follows that (6.4) is bounded by the product of (6.5) with 

(6.6) 

Now J; (fJ is a polynomial in T, and Jx (fJ is defined as its value at a 
fixed point To [I (c), §2]. We can certainly interpolate Jx(fJ from the values 
of J;(fa) in which T satisfies (6.3) [1(d), Lemma 5.2]. It follows that 
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there is a constant C~o' depending only on Ko' such that the original sum 
I:xE2'lIJxUoJI is bounded by the product of (6.6) with C~o(1 + N)do • 

Consider the expression (6.6). For a given Q, write 
mfl CD mfl PQ,x(s,A,/). a) = W PQ,x,a(s,A,/). a). 

aETIdisc(MQ ,X)r 

where PQ,x,a denotes the representation induced from the isotypical compo-
nent of a . Then 

IlpQ,x(s,A,/).mf~)11 ~ sup IIPQ,x,a(s,A,/).mf~)II, 
{aETIdisc(MQ ,X)r} 

Since 
/).mf~ = (/).mf)~, 

the formula (6,2') leads to an inequality 

IlpQ,x ,a(s, A, /).m f~ )11 

~ lG"PQ,x,a(S,A,/).mfz)"',aG(a~, -Z)ldZ 

~ r (r I (/).mf)(x) I 0 IIPQ,x,a(S,A,X)lIdX) 'laG(a~, -Z)ldZ. 
lnG lG(AY 

The operator PQ,x,a(s,A,x) is unitary, and has norm equal to 1. Observe also 
that the function aG(aA,Z) vanishes unless IIZII ~ N. It follows that 

IlpQ,x ,a(s, A, /).mf~)11 ~ (. r I/).mf(x) I dX) . sup (laG(a~, Z)I)' 
lG(A)N ZEnG 

where 
G(A)N = {x E G(A): IIHG(x)11 ~ N}. 

Since f is moderate, the intersection of its support with G (A) N is contained 
in a set 

{x E G(A): log Ilxll ~ c(N + I)}, 

whose volume depends exponentially on N. Moreover, the supremum of 
I/).f(x) I on G(A)N is bounded by a function which also depends exponentially 
on N. It follows that 

r I/).m f(x)1 dx ~ CO/ON, 
lG(A)N 

for constants Co and ko which are independent of N. On the other hand, we 
can write 

i~!: laG(a~ ,Z)I ~ L~ la(va + A + .u)1 d.u 

~ CG suP. ((1 + IIA + .u11 2 )dimnG la(va + A + .u)I) , 
IlEln G 
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where 
CG = fa. (1 + 11.u112)-dimaG d.u. 

G 

Combining these facts, we see that the expression (6.6) is bounded by the 
product of CGCOekoN with the supremum over X E ~, Q :J Qo' A E in; 
and a E fIdisc(MQ' X)r of 

(1 + IIAI12)dimaU la(va + A)I. 

We can now state an estimate for 

(6.7) 

In order to remove the dependence on Qo' we shall replace the supremum over 
Q by one over Lo E yO . Choose positive constants C; and k; such that 

C~o(1 + N)docG · CO/oN::; C;/;N. 

Then (6.7) is bounded by the supremum over X E ~, Lo E yO, A E in ~ 
and a E fIdisc(Lo' X)r of 

C; /;N (1 + IIA112)dimaG la(va + A)I. 

To remove the factors (1 + IIAI12) from the estimate, we require a simple 
lemma. 

Lemma 6.4. For any integer m ~ 1 we can choose a hi-invariant differential 
operator z on G (F (0) , and multipliers 0:' [ E C; (f) ) wand 0:'2 E c,; (f) ) W such 
that f = (zf) + f ,for any function f E Jf" (G(A)). 

at ll'2 ac 

Proof. This follows from a standard argument, which was first applied to the 
trace formula by Duflo and Labesse (see for example [1(a), Lemma 4.1].) 
For any m, one obtains a W -invariant differential operator ( with constant 
coefficients on f), and functions 0:'[ E C;(f))w and 0:'2 E C';(f))w, such that 
(0:' [ + 0:'2 is the Dirac measure at the origin in f) . Let z be the inverse image 
of ( under the Harish-Chandra map. Then 

f = 1('0:1+<12) = (Zf)<11 + f0:2, 

as required. 0 

Returning to the proof of Lemma 6.3, we apply Lemma 6.4, with m large, 
to our moderate function f. We see that (6.7) is bounded by 
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Since the function zJ is also moderate, we can apply the estimate we have 
obtained to each of these sums. Notice that 

sup ((1 + IIAI1 2)dimo GI(a i * a{'(va + A)I) 
x ,Lo ,A,a 

~ sup((l + IIAI12)dimoula,(va + A)I'la(va + A)I) 

~ sup(( 1 + IIA112)dimoG la,(va + A)I) . sup la(va + A)I 

~ sup(( 1 + Ilva + Al1 2)dimoG lai(va + A) I) . sup la(va + ).)1. 

But the real parts of the points va lie in a fixed bounded set, and the functions 
ai decrease rapidly on cylinders (in a sense that depends on m). Therefore 

sup((l + Ilva + AI12)dimoGlai(va + A)I) < 00. 

It follows that there are positive constants C1 and kl such that (6.7) is bounded 
by 

C1/ 1N sup sup (Ia(va + A)I)· 
xE2I Lo ,A,a 

We must convert this into an estimate for 

(6.8) L lix(¢JI. 
xE2} 

Suppose that M E 2a. It follows from Corollary 12.3 of [1 (i)] that the function 
¢M(f) in Y,;c(M(A)) is also moderate. Since 

AM AM 
Ix (¢M(fc')) = Ix (¢M(f)J, 

we can apply the lemma inductively to ¢ M (fJ. We obtain constants C M and 
kM' depending only on J, such that 

is bounded by 

L Ii; (¢M(f,,)) I 
XE2I 

CM / WN sup sup (Ia(va + A)I)· 
XE£'] Lo ,A ,a 

The required estimate for (6.8) then follows from the estimate for (6.7) and the 
formula 

ix(¢,J = Jx(fcJ - L Iwt11WoGI- 1 i; (¢M(f,,))· 0 
ME.:L6 

We shall restate the lemma in a simple form that is convenient for applica-
tions. Let ~: denote the set of elements v in ~ ~/ in; such that v = sv for 
some element SEW of order 2. Here v stands for the conjugation of ~~ 
relative to ~ * . As is well known, the infinitesimal character v 1t of any unitary 
representation 7r E llunit (Go (A) I) belongs to ~:. Observe that if rand Tare 
nonnegative real numbers, the set 

~:(r, T) = {v E~:: II9i'e(v)II ~ r, IIJm(v)1I ~ T} 
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is invariant under W. (An element v E I): is only a coset of ia; in I)~, but 
Ilvll is understood to be the minimum value of the norm on the coset.) Let I)' 
be the orthogonal complement of aG in I). Then I): can be identified with a 
subset of the complex dual space of I)' . 

Corollary 6.5. Choose any function f E ~c(G(A)). Then there are positive 
constants C, k and r such that 

L IfIU)1 ~ C/N sup (lo(v)l) , 
!lEI)~(r .T) I>T 

for any T> 0 and any a E C,; (I) I) W , with N> 0 . 

Proof. Lemma 6.3 is stated for multipliers in C';(I))w, but it is equally valid 
if a belongs to C,; (I) I) W . To see this, apply the lemma to the sequence , 

an(H + Z) = a(H)Pn(Z) , HE I) ,Z E aG , 

in C;"(I))w, where Pn E C;"(a G ) approaches the Dirac measure at 1. The 
(upper) limits of each side of the resulting inequality give the analogous in-
equality for a. Notice that!' depends only on f' , so that f can indeed be a 
an arbitrary function in ~c(G(A)). 

We shall apply this version of the lemma to the given a, with ¢ = fG ' and 
with 

Then 
L IflUa)1 = L lix(¢a)l· 
I>T xE21 

Choose a finite subset r of TI(K) such that ¢ belongs to ~c(G(A))r' There 
is a positive number r such that if n is any representation in TIunit (Go (A)) 
whose K -spectrum meets r, the point v 1C belongs to 

{v E I):: lI..9f"e(v) II ~ r}. 

If X, Lo' A and a are elements in ~ , ~o, ia~o and TIdisc(Lo' X)r' as in 
the inequality of the lemma, the point va + A then belongs to I):(r, T). The 
corollary follows. 0 

Remark. Suppose that I) 2 is any vector subspace of I) which contains I) I • Then 
there will be an obvious variant of Corollary 6.5 for multipliers a E C';(1)2)W . 
For this, f must again be taken to be a moderate function in ~c(G(A)). 

7. SIMPLER FORMS OF THE TRACE FORMULA 
The full trace formula is the identity 

L IwtllwoGI-1 L aM(S,y)fM(y,f) 
ME..:f yE(M(F))I1.s 

= L L IwtllwoGI-1!r aM(n)fM(n,f)dn, 
120 ME.£ ll(M ,I) 

f E £'(G(A)), 
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given by the two expansions for I(f) in Theorems 3.3 and 4.4. In this section 
we shall investigate how the formula simplifies if conditions are imposed on 
f. The conditions will be invariant, in the sense that they depend only on the 
image of f in J(G(A)). Equivalently, the conditions will depend only on the 
(invariant) orbital'integrals of f. 

We shall say that a function f E Jf'(G(A)) is cuspidal at a valuation VI if 
f is a finite sum of functions TIv lv, Iv E Jf'(G(Fv )) ' such that 

Ivl .M = 0, M E ~ . 

This is implied by the vanishing of the orbital integral IG(Y I ,lvl ), for any 
G-regular element YI E G(Fvl ) which is not FVI -elliptic. 

Theorem 7.1. (a) If f is cuspidal at one place VI' we have 

I(f) = L L a~sc(n)IG(n, f)· 
I~O nEndisc(G .1) 

(b) If f is cuspidal at two places VI and v2 ' we have 

I(f) = L aG (S, y)IG(Y,f). 
YE(G(F)ks 

Proof· We can assume that f = TIv Iv ' with 

Ivl ,M = 0, M E ~ . 

Part (a) will be a special case of the spectral expansion 

I(f)=L L IW:IIWoGI-I!r aM(n)IM(n,f)dn. 
I~O ME..r n(M ,I) 

The main step is to show that if M E ~ , then 
I 

1M (n ,f) = 0, n E I1unit (M (A) ). 

But this is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2. Using the splitting formula 
[1 (j), Proposition 9.4], we reduce the problem to showing that 

We then apply the expansion [l(j), (3.2)] into standard representations, and 
the descent formula [l (j), Corollary 8.5]. Since n l is unitary, the required 
vanishing formula follows as in Lemma 5.2. In particular, the terms with M t= 
G in the spectral expansion all vanish. Moreover, 

{ aG (n)IG(n, f) dn 
in(G ,I} 

= L IWOMlllwoGI-1 L !. a:'~c(nl)r~l(nl,,\)IG(n~,,\,f)dA 
MIEJ nIEndlSc(MI,1} laM /Ia; 
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since 

Part (a) follows. 
Suppose that f is also cuspical at a second place v2 • Part (b) will be a 

special case of the geometric expansion 
M a (S,y)IM(y,f). 

yE(M(F))M .s 

The set S is large enough that it contains VI and v2 ' and so that f belongs 
to Je'(G(Fs))' Write 

f=1;1;, 

where SI and S2 are disjoint sets of valuations with the closure property, which 
contain VI and v2 respectively, and whose union is S. From the splitting 
formula [1 (j), Proposition 9.1], we obtain 

IM(y,f) = L d~(LI,L2)j;;(Y,1;,L)j;;(y,1;,L)' 
LJ ,L2E.:f(M) 

The distributions on the right vanish unless LI = L2 = G. Moreover, d~ (G , G) 
= 0 unless M = G. It follows that if M i=- G , the distribution 1M (y ,f) equals 
0, and the corresponding term in the geometric expansion vanishes. This gives 
(b), 0 

Corollary 7.2. Suppose that f is cusp ida I at two places. Then 

L aG (S, y)IG(y,f) = L L a~sc(7r)IG(7r,f)· 0 
iE(G(F))GS 

For simplicity, we shall assume that G = GO in the rest of §7. We shall also 
assume that f E Je' (G (A)) is such that 

f= II;:, 
With additional invariant restrictions on f we shall be able to simplify the 
trace formula further. 

Corollary 7.3. Suppose there is a place VI such that 

whenever 7r I is a constituent of a (properly) induced representation 

ME-Ya. 

Then 
I(f) = L tr(RdisC.I(f)) , 

t~O 

where Rdisc.I denotes the representation of G(A) on L~iSC.I(G(F)AG,oo \ G(A)) , 
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Proof. If M belongs to 2a the condition implies that 
G 

tr(al (Iv)) = 0, a l E IItemp(M(Fv)), 

so that IvI.M = O. Therefore f is cuspidal at VI' Applying part (a) of the 
theorem, we obtain 

J(f) = L 

x L Idet(s-l)a~I-ltr(MQlsQ(O)PQ'I(s,O,f)), 
SEW(aM),eg 

in the notation of §4. Here, Q is any element in .9(M). If M"I G, 

tr(MQ1sQ(0)PQ ,I(S, 0, f)) 

is a linear combination of characters of unitary induced representations. It 
vanishes by assumption. If M = G , 

tr(MQ1sQ (0) P Q ,I (s ,0, f)) = tr(PG ,I (0, f)) = tr(Rdisc,1 (f)) , 

by definition. The corollary follows. 0 

Corollary 7.4. Suppose there is a place VI such that 

JG(yl,Iv) = 0 

for any element y lEG (Fvl ) which is not semisimple and FVI -elliptic. Suppose 
also that f is cuspidal at another place v2 . Then 

J(f) = L vol(G(F, y)AG,OQ \ G(A, y)) 1 f(x -l yX) dx, 
YE{ G(F)ell} G(A ,y)\G(A) 

where {G(F)ell} denotes the set of G(F)-conjugacy classes of F-elliptic elements 
in G(F), and G(F, y) and G(A, y) denote the centralizers of y in G(F) and 
G(A) . 

Proof. The conditions imply that f is cuspidal at VI and v2 • We can therefore 
apply the formula 

J(f) = 
yE(G(F)k,s 

of the theorem. If an element y E G (F) is not F -elliptic, it is not FVI -elliptic, 
and JG(y, f) = O. The corollary then follows from Theorem 8.2 of [1 (g)] and 
the definition of J G (y , f) . 0 

The conditions of Corollaries 7.3 and 7.4 sometimes arise naturally. For 
example, if V I is discrete, Kottwitz [11 (b)] has introduced a simple function 
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f which satisfies the conditions of Corollary 7.4. Kottwitz also establishes a 
VI 

version of this corollary in [11 (b)]. He imposes stronger conditions at v2 , but 
derives a formula without resorting to the invariant trace formula. 

For another example, take G = GL(n). Suppose that f is cuspidal at v,. 
Any element y, E G(F ) which is not F -elliptic belongs to a G(F )-conjugacy 

VI VI VI 

class 

Consequently, 
AM 

I G (Y, ,f,) = 1M (J, ' !vI ,M) = 0. 
Therefore, the first condition of Corollary 7.4 is satisfied. Moreover, it is known 
that any induced unitary representation 

G a" a, E IIunit(M(Fvl)) ' ME y, 
is irreducible ([ 3], [15]). Since 

G 
tr(a, (!vI)) =!vI,M(a,) =0, ME2'o, 

the condition of Corollary 7.3 also holds. Combining Corollaries 7.3 and 7.4, 
we obtain 

Corollary 7.5. Assume that G = GL(n) and that f is cuspidal at two places v, 
and v2 . Then 

L vol(G(F,y)AG,oo \G(A,y)) 1 f(x-'yx)dx 
yE{G(F)cll} G(A,y)\G(A) 

= L tr( Rdisc.t (f) ) . 0 
1::::0 

8. THE EXAMPLE OF GL(n). GLOBAL VANISHING PROPERTIES 

The simple versions of the trace formula were obtained by placing rather 
severe restrictions on f. In many applications, one will need to prove that 
certain terms vanish for less severely restricted functions. We can illustrate this 
with the example of GL(n) , begun in §1O of [1(j)]. 

Adopt the notation of [1 (j),§ 10]. Then 

r,: G ---+ G* =,(GL(n) x .~. x GL(n)),"XJO* 

is a given inner twist, and G' stands for the group G L( n) , embedded diagonally 
in (G*)o. Let us write Y' for the set of Levi subgroups of G' which contain 
the group of diagonal matrices. For each LEY' , we have the partition 

of n such that 

p(L) = (n" ... ,n,), n >n > .. ·>n ,- 2- -,' 

L ~ GL(n,) x ... x GL(n,). 
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Suppose that P I and P2 are partitions of n. We shall write PI::; P2 ' as in 
[1 (c), §14], if there are groups LI C L2 in 2"' such that PI = p(LI) and 
P2 = p(L2 )· 

We shall assume that 1J(Mo) is contained in a standard Levi subgroup of 
(G*)o , and that the restriction of 1J to AMo is defined over F. Then the map 

, ° , M --+ M = 1J(M ) n G , M E 2" , 

is an injection of 2" into 2"' . The image of this map is easy to describe. For 
as in [1 (j), § 10], we can assume that 

GO(E) = ,GL(J' D 0 E) x ... x GL(J' D 0 E): 

II 

where E/ F is a cyclic extension of degree IE = II; I, d is a divisor of n, 
and D is a division algebra of degree d 2 over F. The minimal group M' in 
the image corresponds to the partition P (d) = (d, ... ,d) . The other groups in 
the image correspond to partitions (nl' ... ,nr ) such that d divides each ni . 

For each valuation v, we shall write dv for the order of the invariant of the 
division algebra at v. Then d is the least common multiple of the integers dv ' 

In [1(j), §10], we described the norm mapping y --+ y' from (orbits in) G(F) 
to (conjugacy classes in) G'(F). It can be defined the same way for any element 
ME 2" . We also investigated certain functions on the local groups G' (Fv) . Let 
J' = [!vJ: be a fixed function in £,,(G'(A)) whose local constituents satisfy 
[1 (j), (10.1)]. That is, the orbital integrals of J: vanish at the G' -regular 
elements which are not local norms. 

Proposition 8.1. Suppose that L E 2"' and that r5 E L(F). Embed r5 in 
(L( F)) L.S' where S :J Sram is a large finite set oj valuations. Then 

I L(r5 ,f') = 0, 

unless L = M' and r5 = y' ,Jar elements ME 2" and y E M(F). 

ProoJ. In the orbital integral, r5 is to be considered as a point in L(Fs). We 
must therefore regard J' = TI vES J: as an element in £"( G' (Fs))' Assume 
that IL (r5,J') "1-0. We must deduce that L=M' and r5=y'. 

The first part of the proof is taken from p. 73 of [1 (c)]. Applying the splitting 
formula [1 (j) , Corollary 9.2], we obtain 

(8.1) IL(r5 ,f') = L d({Lv})iZ'(r5 ,f:.L,), 
{L,} 

where the sum is taken over collections {Lv E 2"(L): v E S}, and d({Lv}) is 
a constant which vanishes unless 

(8.2) 
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By assumption, the left hand side of (8.1) is nonzero. Therefore, there is a 
collection {LJ for which (8.2) holds, and such that if' (£5 ,f: ,L) =1= 0 for each 
v E S . This implies that 

v E S. 

Our first task is to show that p (d) :::; p (L). Let p be any rational prime, 
and let pk be the highest power of p which divides d. Since d is the least 
common multiple of {dv } , there is a valuation v E S such that pk divides 
dv ' But the invariants of a central simple algebra sum to 0 , so there must be 
a valuation W E S , distinct from v, such that pk also divides dw ' It follows 

k k . L L that p(p ) :::; p(LJ and p(p ) :::; p(Lw)' Smce aL ' n a L w = {O}, we can apply 
Lemma 14.1 of [l(c)]. The result is that p(pk) :::; p(L). In other words, the 
integer pk divides each of the numbers n I ' ... ,n, which make up the partition 
p (L). The same is therefore true of the integer d, so that p (d) :::; p (L). In 
other words, L = MI for an element M E 5? . 

The next step is to show that £5 belongs to the set 

MI(Fs)''I1 = IT MI(Fv)M 
yES 

Assume the contrary. Then there is a character ~ E X(MI)F such that ~(£5) is 
not a local norm at some place. Consequently, ~(£5) is not a global norm. It 
follows from global class field theory that ~(£5) is not a local norm at two places 
VI and v2 . We can assume that VI and v2 both belong to S, and that the sets 
SI = S - {v2 } and S2 = {v2 } both have the closure property. (In other words, 
if S contains an Archimedean valuation, so does SI .) Define 

f; = IT f:, i = 1,2. 
YES, 

Then by the splitting formula [l(j), Proposition 9.1], we have 

f l ~ G 'L, I 'L2 I IL(£5, ) = ~ dL (L"L2)IL (£5,fI,L,)IL (£5,f2,L)' 
L, ,L2E..f(L) 

It follows that there is a pair L" L2 E 5?(L) such that df (LI' L 2) =1= 0, and 
'L I I L ' (£5 ,f i,L) =1= 0 , i = 1, 2 . 

Now, by Lemma 10.1 of [l(j)], we can write 

Suppose that ~I (£5) is a global norm. Then it is everywhere a local norm, so 
that ~2(£5) is not a local norm at v2 • It follows without difficulty from the given 
property of fl that iLL2 (£5 ,f 12 L ) vanishes. This is a contradiction. On the 

V2 ' 2 
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other hand, if ~,(c5) is not a global norm, it is not a local norm at two places 
in S. At least one of these places must belong to S,. It follows easily that 
if I (c5, f', L ) vanishes. This too is a contradiction. It follows that c5 belongs 

, I , M to the set M (Fs) . 
The final step is to apply [I (j), Proposition 10.2]. This vanishing result was 

stated only for local fields, but by the splitting formula it extends immediately to 
G' (Fs)' Since 1M, (c5 , f') does not vanish, and since c5 belongs to M' (Fs ) M , 
the element c5 must belong to a smaller set 

M'(Fs)M = II M'(FJM' 
vES 

(The set M'(Fv)M was defined in the preamble to [I(j), Proposition 10.2].) 
Now, any element in M'(FV)M is the local norm of an element in M(FJ [I(j), 
Lemma lOA]. Since S is large, this implies that c5 is everywhere a local norm. 
One can then show that c5 is the global norm of an element in M(F) (see [2, 
Lemma I.1.2). In other words, c5 = y' , for some element y E M(F). This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 0 

Proposition 8.2. Suppose that L, cLare elements in 5£' and that S :::> Sram 
is a large finite set of valuations. Then 

IL(n, Y,f') = 0, 

for any YEa L and any induced representation 

unless both L, and L are the images of elements in 5£. 

Proof. Suppose that I L (n , Y, f') =1= o. U sing the splitting formula [1 (j) , 
Proposition 9.4], we first argue as at the beginning of the proof of the last 
proposition. This establishes that L = M' for some element M E 5£. We 
then apply the local vanishing property [1 (j) ,Proposition 10.3]. This proves 
that L, = M; for another M, E 5£ . 0 

Propositions 8.1 and 8.2 are the first steps toward comparing the trace for-
mulas of G and G'. They assert that for functions f' on G' (A) as above, 
the distributions vanish at data which do not come from G. The trace formula 
for G' becomes 

M' , " a (S,y)IM,(y,f) 
ME.:? YE(M(F))MS 

'" '" M G -, r M' , =~ ~ IWo IIWa I ir a (n)IM,(n,f)dn. 
I~O ME.:f n(M' ,I) 

It is considerably harder to compare the terms which remain with the corre-
sponding terms for G. This problem will be one of the main topics of [2]. 
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ApPENDIX. THE TRACE PALEY-WIENER THEOREMS 

We shall prove Lemma 6.1. The result can be extracted from the trace Paley-
Wiener theorems [6(a), 6(b), 5 and 14] for real and p-adic groups. For implicit 
in these papers is the existence of a continuous section 1> --+ I from J (G (Fs))r 
to %(G(Fs))r, in which the growth and support properties of I can be esti-
mated in terms of those of 1>. I am indebted to J. Bernstein for explaining this 
to me in the p-adic case. 

Suppose that S is any finite set of valuations of F with the closure property. 
The notion of a moderate function I E ;r;;c(G(Fs)) can be characterized in 
terms of the behavior of the functions 

b I (x) = I(x)b(HG(x)) , 

Indeed I will be moderate if and only if there are positive constants c and d 
such that for any N> 0, and any bE C;'(nG.s)' 

(i) Ib belongs to ~(N+l)(G(Fs))' the set of functions in %(G(Fs)) sup-
ported on the ball of radius c (N + 1) , and 

(ii) IIIbll:::; J(b)d N . 

Here, 

(A. 1 ) Ilhll = sup Idh(x)l, 
xEG(Fs) 

where d is an arbitrary (but fixed) left invariant differential operator on 
G(Fs=ns) , while 

r 
(A.2) J(b) = 2:: sup IDkb(X)I, 

k=l XEaG.s 

for invariant differential operators D1 , ••• , Dr on nG .s which depend only 
on d. (If S consists of one discrete valuation, we take d and {Dk } to be 
constants.) The reader can check that this definition is equivalent to the one in 
§6. Similarly, the notion of a moderate function 1> E Y;;c( G(Fs)) can be defined 
in terms of the behavior of the functions 

b 1> (n,X)=1>(n,X)b(X), 

More precisely, c/J is said to be moderate if there are positive constants c and 
d such that for any N> 0, and any bE C;'(nG.s)' 

(i) c/Jb belongs to Y;:(N+l)(G(Fs)) ' and 
(ii) Ilc/Jb ll ,:::; J(b)d N . 

Recall [1(i)] that Y;:(N+ll(G(Fs )) is the set of If! E J(G(Fs)) such that for 
every Levi subset L = lIvEs Mv of Gover Fs ' and every representation 

(J = t<::>. (J \(Y v' 
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the function 
r G -A(2') 

lfI(a ,2') = ii" . lfI(aA ,hG(2'))e dA, 
la~ .s / laG .8 

is supported on the ball of radius c(N + I). In the second condition, it is 
understood that 

(A.3) 111fI11' = sup ILi'IfI(a,2')I, 
2'Ea.£ .8 

where Li' is an arbitrary invariant differential operator on II L ,snsoo for some 
fixed .L and a, while J(b) is a seminorm on C;'(IlG,S) of the form (A.2) 
which depends only on Li' . 
Lemma A.I. Suppose that r is a finite subset of I1(K). Then there is a contin-
uous linear map 

h: J(G(Fs))r -+ Jf'(G(Fs))r 

with the following four properties. 
(a) h(¢)G = ¢, ¢ E J(G(Fs))r' 
(b) h(¢b) = h(¢)b, bE CcOO(IlG,S)' 
(c) There is a positive constant c such that for each N> 0, the image under 

h of IN(G(Fs))r is contained in ~(N+l)(G(Fs))r' 
(d) There is a positive constant d such that 

Ilh(¢)11 ::; 11¢II'dN , 

where II· II is an arbitrary seminorm of the form (A. I), while II· II' is a 
finite sum of semi norms (A.3) which depends only on 11·11. 

Lemma 6.1 follows easily from Lemma A.1. Take S :J Sram to be a large 
finite set of valuations of F, and let ¢ be a moderate function in J;;c(G(Fs))r' 
Let {bi} be a smooth partition of unity for llG and set 

Then f obviously belongs to ~c(G(Fs))r' We have 

fG = Lh(li)G = L¢bi = ¢. 

Suppose that N> 0 and that bE C;(IlG) . Then 

fb = ~ h(¢bib) = h (~¢bib) = h(¢b). 

The required support and growth properties of fb then follow from conditions 
( c) and (d) of Lemma A. 1. 0 
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The main point, then, is to establish Lemma A.I. It is evident that we can 
treat the valuations in S separately. We shall therefore assume that S consists 
of one valuation v. To simplify the notation, we shall also assume that F itself 
is a local field (rather than a number field), so that F = Fv = Fs . 

Suppose first that F is non-Archimedean. In this case, the space 0G ,v is 
discrete, and the required condition (b) presents no problem. For if h satisfies 
all the conditions but this one, and if 

for elements X, Z E 0G ,v' the map 

Z=X, 
Z:;iX, 

rP ----t L h(lX)hx 
XEaGy 

will satisfy all the required conditions. It is therefore enough to construct a map 
h for which the conditions (a), (c), and (d) hold. 

The Bernstein center is a direct sum 

%(G(F)) = EB%(G(F))x 
x 

of components indexed by supercuspidal data X. Recall that a supercuspidal 
datum is a Weyl orbit 

G 
X = {so(Lo ,ro): So E Wo} = {s(Lo ,ro): S E Wo }, 

where Lo is a Levi subgroup of GO and ro is an irreducible supercuspidal rep-
resentation of Lo(F) 1 which is fixed by some element in WoG • The definition, 
in fact, is in precise analogy with that of a cuspidal automorphic datum, given 
in §4. We also recall that %(G(F))x = %(Go(F))x is isomorphic to the algebra 
of finite Fourier series on the torus {rO,A: A E io~o,v} which are invariant under 
the stabilizer of the torus in WO' Let 2'(F)r denote the finite set of data X 
such that r 0 contains a representation in the restriction of r to K n Lo (F) . 
Then 2'(F)r is a finite set, and 

%(G(F))r = EB %(G(F))x 
XE.2'"(F)r 

is a finitely generated algebra over C. Let z 1 = I, z2"'" Z n be a fixed fi-
nite set of generators. There are actions rP -+ zrP and J ----t zJ of %(G(F))r 
on J(G(F))r and Jf'(G(F))r' and the module J(G(F))r is finitely gener-
ated over %(G(F))r' Let rPl = I, rP2, ... , rPm be a generating set. Then any 
function rP E J(G(F))r can be written as a finite sum 

m 
(A.4) rP= LLc:(zl'rP), 

j=l Y 
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where {c;} are complex numbers, and where 

for any n-tuple y = (Y I •...• y n) of nonnegative integers. Assume that the 
functions 

7C E TItemp(G(F)). X E aG,v' 

are supported at X = O. Then by the trace Paley-Wiener theorem, there are 
functions 1; . .. ·.fm in Jf'(G(F)I)r such that (f)G = ¢j' We are going to 
define 

m 
(A.5) h(¢) = LLc:(zYf). 

j=l Y 

However, the expansion (A.4) for ¢ is not unique. We must convince ourselves 
that it can be defined linearly in terms of ¢ in a way which is sensitive to the 
growth and support properties of ¢. 

We can identify each ¢ E J(G(F))r with a collection of functions 

¢)aA ) = 1r;, ¢(a~ .X)dX. A E ia~ v' 

in which 
o=(M.a). 

ranges over a finite set of pairs which depends only on r. Each ¢o is a finite 
Fourier series which is symmetric under the stabilizer ~ of the orbit {a A} in 
W (a M)' The size of the support of ¢ is determined by the largest degree of a 
nonvanishing Fourier coefficient. Let II¢II' denote the largest absolute value of 
any of the Fourier coefficients. It is a continuous seminorm on J(G(F))r of 
the form (A.3). 

Let us embed J(G(F))r into the space f(G(F))r of collections 

IfI = {IfIJ a A)} 
of finite Fourier series which have no symmetry condition. Then f (G(F))r is 
also a finite %(G(F))r-module. By averaging each function over ~,we obtain 
a %(G(F))r-linear projection IfI -+ IfI from f(G(F))r onto J(G(F))r' We 
can assume that our generating set for J(G(F))r is of the form 

¢j=lfI j . 15:,i5:,m. 

where the functions IfIl = 1, 1f12 • •..• IfIm generate f(G(F))r' Now, for each 
o = (M. a) , we fix a basis of the lattice aM, v' This allows us to identify the 
corresponding functions with finite sums 

(A.6) - '\;'" b P lfIo - ~ P.oY • 
P 

in which 
d = do = dima M • 
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runs over tid , and 
yP = y~l ... y:d 

denotes the function on {O' A} whose pth Fourier coefficient is 1 and whose 
other Fourier coefficients vanish. The functions y i and y: I of course belong 
to f(G(F))r, so we can define finite expansions 

y;1 = L L(J;)±(zY tfI), (J;)± E C. 
j Y 

Substituting these expressions into the Pth term of (A.6), and iterating IPI = 
IPII + ... + IPdl times, we obtain an expansion 

(A. 7) tfI~ = L L <JzY tfI), 
j 

which is now well defined. If Pmax and Ymax index the nonvanishing coefficients 
of greatest total degree in the expansions (A.6) and (A.7), one sees that 

and 
sup(lc;)) ~ sup(lbp)) . dlPmaxl, 

for constants c and d which depend only on r. Finally, observe that if tfI 
" equals an element ¢o in J(G(F))r' we can project each side of (A.7) onto 

J(G(F))r' We obtain a canonical expansion 

¢o = LL<,,(zY¢). 
j Y 

We have shown how to define the expansion (A.4) in a way that depends 
linearly on ¢. Moreover, if ¢ belongs to IN(G(F))r and Ymax indexes the 
nonvanishing coefficient of highest degree in (A.4), we have 

(A.8) I Ymax I ~ c(N + 1) 

and 

(A.9) 
. N 

sup (I C; I) ~ II¢II' d , 

for fixed constants c and d. We are thus free to define h(¢) by (A.S). It 
remains to check conditions ( c) and (d) of Lemma A.I. 

Let Ko be an open compact subgroup of GO(F) which lies in the kernel of 
each of the representations in r. Set go equal to the characteristic function of 
Ko divided by the volume of Ko' Then go acts by convolution on £'(G(F))r 
as the identity. The algebra 'y(G(F))r acts on £'(Go(F)) , so we can set 

These functions each belong to £'(Go(F)) , and they commute with each other 
under convolution. Consequently, for any Y = (Y I "'" yn ), the function 
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gY = gYI * ... * gYn is well defined and belongs to /I'(Go(F)). Since Y(G(F))r 
acts as an algebra of multipliers on /I'(G(F))r' the function (A.S) can be writ-
ten 

h(¢) = LLc:(gY *fj). 
j Y 

To estimate the support of h (¢) , we use the inequalities 

supp(g * h) c supp(g)· supp(h). g E /I'(Go(F)). hE /I'(G(F)). 

and 
Ilxyll:<:; Ilxll·llyll. 

both of which are easily established. It follows that h (¢) is supported on a set 

{x E G(F): log Ilxll :<:; cI (lYmaxl + I)}. 

where cI is a constant which is independent of f. The support condition (c) 
of the lemma then follows from (A.8). To establish the growth condition (d), 
we may assume that 11·11 is the supremum norm on /I'(G(F)). Then 

Ilg * hI! :<:; Ilglllllhll. g E /I'(Go(F)). hE /I'(G(F)). 

where 11,11 1 is the LI-norm. Condition (d) then follows from (A.8) and (A.9). 
This completes the proof for non-Archimedean F. 

Next, suppose that F is Archimedean. If G i- GO, we must invoke our 
assumption that G is an inner twist of 

G* = (GL(n) x ... x GL(n)) )<J e*. 
in order to have the trace Paley-Wiener theorem (see [2, Lemma 1.7.1]). We 
shall say no more about this case. For one can obtain Lemma A.I from the trace 
Paley-Wiener theorem by arguing as in the connected case below. We assume 
from now on that G = GO. In this case the lemma is implicit in the work 
of Clozel-Delorme [6(a), 6(b)]. They construct a function f = h(¢) for every 
¢, and they give an estimate for the support of f which is stronger than our 
required condition (c). Our main tasks, then, are to convince ourselves that the 
map ¢ -+ h(¢) is well defined, and to check the growth conditions (d). We 
shall only sketch the argument. 

The analogy between real and p-adic groups becomes clearer if we describe 
the steps of Clozel-Delorme in a slightly different order from that presented 
in [6(a)]. Let gK(G(F)I)r be the space of distributions on G(F)I which are 
supported on K, and which transform under K according to representations in 
r. For a typical example, take fl, E r, and let X be an element in ;!II (g (F) I)K , 
the centralizer of K in the universal enveloping algebra. Then the distribution 

X : f -+ r (Xf)(k) tr(fl,(k)) dk. 
/l. iK 

belongs to gK(G(F)I)r' Suppose that D is any element in gK(G(F)I)r' 
Since it is a compactly supported distribution, it can be evaluated at a smooth 
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function from G(F) to some vector space. In particular, one can evaluate D 
on the function n(x) , for n E II(G(F)) , to obtain an operator n(D). Set 

Dc(n) = tr(n(D)), n E IItemp(G(F)). 

Then Dc is a scalar valued function on IItemp ( G(F)) . Let us write ~c( G(F) I)r 
for the space of complex valued functions J on IItemp (G (F)) which satisfy the 
following two conditions. 

(i) J (n) = 0 , unless n contains a representation in r. 
(ii) For any Levi subgroup ME.Y, and any a E IItemp(M(F)) , the func-

tion 

is a polynomial which is invariant under a~ ,C • 

It is easy to see that the map D -+Dc sends .9JK(G(F/)r into ~K(G(F)I)r' 
One of the main steps in the proof of Clozel-Delorme can be interpreted as an 
assertion that the map is surjective. In fact, any function J E ~K(G(F)I)r is the 
image of a finite sum of distributions X,u' This is obtained by combining the 
characterization of the action of i?I (g (F) 1 ) K on a minimal K -type ([ 6 (a), The-
orem 2] and [6(b), Theorem 2]) with the reduction argument based on Vogan's 
theory of minimal K-types [6(a), p. 435]. 

Smooth multipliers on G(F) map .9JK(G(F)I)r to Jf"(G(F))r' More pre-
cisely, if D E .9JK(G(F)I)r and a E c;,(~)w, there is a unique function Da 
in Jf" ( G (F) ) r such that 

(A.IO) n(DcJ = a(vn)n(D), n E II(G(F)) 
1 (see [6(a), Lemma 6]). Observe also that if J belongs to ~K (G(F) )r' the 

function 

belongs to J(G(F))r' It is clear that (Da)C = DC,a' The second main step 
of Clozel-Delorme can be interpreted as an assertion that over C;, (~) W , the 
module J(G(F))r has a finite set of generators in ~K(G(F)I)r' In other 
words, there is a finite set 151 , ••• , Jm of elements in ~K(G(F)I)r with the 
property that any function 1> E J(G(F))r can be written 

(A. I I ) 1> = 15 + ... + 15 , 
1,(}! m,Qm 

for multipliers al, ... ,am in C;'(~)w. Fix elements D1, ... ,Dm In 

.9JK(G(F)I)r such that 

I ~ j ~ m. 

We are going to define 

(A.12) h(1))=D +· .. +D . I,aj m,am 
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However, we shall first indicate briefly how the expansion (A. I I ) can be defined 
in terms of ¢ so that it has the appropriate properties. 

As in the p-adic case, we can identify each ¢ E J'(G(F))r with a collection 
of functions 

in which 
o=(M,a), 

A E ia~, 

1 
ME Sf, a E IItemp(M(F) ), 

ranges over a finite set of pairs. For each ¢ , one constructs a Paley-Wiener 
function cI>0 on ~~ by following the procedu~e on p. 439 of [6(a)). Clozel and 
Delorme then appeal to a result in [13], which asserts that 

PW(~~) = UIPW(~~)w + .. , + udPW(~~)w, 
for elements u1 = 1, u2 ' ..• , ud in S(~ I), the symmetric algebra on ~ 1 . 

Indeed, one need only take {u i } to be homogeneous elements which form a 
basis of the quotient field of S (~) over that of S (~) w . From the corollary of 
Lemma 11 of [9(a)], one can then construct continuous projections 

whose sum is the identity. Apply the decomposition to ¢ and then restrict the 
functions obtained to the affine subspaces 1/ (J + a ~ ,c of ~ ~. This provides a 
well-defined expansion (A.ll) for ¢o' The expansion for ¢ is then the corre-
sponding sum over o. In particular, we take {c5 I , ... , c5m } to be the union over 
o of the sets of d functions 

A E ia~, 

It follows that the expansion (A. 11) is given by a well-defined linear map 
00 W (A.13) ¢--'(O:I,,,.,O:m)' O:iECc (~) , 

The map h is then determined by (A.12). 
It is clear from the definitions that h ( ¢) G equals ¢. The other conditions of 

the lemma come from properties of the map (A.13). For one can check that the 
map commutes with the natural action of ia~ on J'(G(F))r and C;"(~)w. 
This gives the required condition (b). If ¢ E J'N(G(F))r, N> 0, it can be 
shown that each 0: i belongs to C; (~) w. Since the support of a function (or 
distribution) behaves well under the action of a multiplier, condition (c) follows. 
To prove (d), first note that a seminorm (A.I) is continuous on the Schwartz 
space of G(F) . It follows from the corollary of Theorem 13.1 of [9(b)] that the 
value of any such seminorm on h(¢) is bounded by a finite sum of continuous 
seminorms, evaluated at classical Schwartz functions 
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Here P E Y(Mo) , a E fItemp(Mp(F)) and J;,(a)) is the induced representa-
tion of G(F). We are assuming that h(c/J) is given by (A.I2), so that 

m 

J;,(a;., h(c/J)) = 2:= O:i(va + A)J;,(a;.' Di)' 
i=1 

But for any k there is a seminorm II'II~ on J(G(F)) of the form (A.3) such 
that 

sup Io:i(va + A)I ::::: 11c/JII~ellvaIIN (1 + IIAII)-k, 
i 

for any AEia; and any c/JEJN(G(F)), N>O. This is a consequence of the 
continuity properties of the map (A.I3). The final condition (d) of the lemma 
follows. D 
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